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Introduction 
With the support of the Pieper Family Foundation and the endowed chair for Servant Leadership, 
we have had an excellent year at UW-Madison in journeying, sharing and implementing servant 
leadership. In furthering our use of Servant Leadership and the Social Change Model aligned 
with our direction, we have furthered our success in producing quality leaders from this 
institution. Innovations are present in all aspects of our University, and our drive to further 
develop these innovations for successful Servant Leaders is second to none. 
 
Attached is a brief report where we organized our activities using the evaluation criteria. We 
look forward to sharing more about our efforts at the Jan 25 event. 

Past & Present: Practice & Data 
With this sound theoretical foundation we were able to make great strides this year and 

accomplish many enhancements, new beginnings, and data collection/analysis. Below is a list of 
2010 accomplishments; selected appendices are attached for reference.  
 
2010 Accomplishments 

1. Benchmarking Survey 
a. EBI Benchmarking Survey (Appendix 1) 
b. EBI Benchmarking Leadership-Related Data (Appendix 2) 

2. Leadership Related Classes 
a. Further use of the Dean’s Leadership Class (Appendix 4) 

i. Per Social Change Model which fits with the Servant Leadership Model 
ii. Offers students yet another step toward UW-Madison Leadership 

Certificate 
iii. Next year have Dick Pieper come and lecture to the Dean’s Leadership 

Class again 
b. Civil & Environmental Engineering Leadership Class Reflections (Appendix 5) 

i. It is squarely rooted in servant-based leadership and quite successful so 
far. 

c. Two online courses continually developed and tested 
i. Leadership (Appendix 6) 

ii. Sustainability (Appendix 7) 
d. Co-Curricular Professional Development Series (Appendix 8) 

i. Jointly offered by College of Engineering’s Diversity Affairs Office, 
Engineering Career Services, Student Leadership Center, and Engineering 
General Resources Office 

e. Susan Piancenza’s Professional Orientation Class (Appendix 9) 
f. Sorenson’s free seminar on entrepreneurship and creativity offered as a one credit 

course in Fall 2010; InterEngineering 601: Process Innovation (Appendix 10) 
i. It’s a different type of leadership, but something new. It was marketed 

directly to Innovation Days students (over 100 students), but open to all. 
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3. College of Engineering Student Engagement through Student Leadership Center 
(Appendix 11) 

4. Leader shape Reflections (Appendix 12) 
5. Servant Leadership Seminar Reflections (Appendix 13) 
6. UW-Madison Leadership Certificate (Appendix 14) 

a. This is becoming more and more accessible through the programming listed. 
There is a direct emphasis on service throughout the certificate’s requirements.  

7. US News Reports UW-Madison among top Fortune 500 CEO Alma Maters (Appendix 
16) 

8. United Way Day of Caring 2010 Community Service Project (Appendix 17) 
9. Student Related Service 

a. Engineers Without Borders and Habitat for Humanity won campus-based 
leadership awards (Appendix 19). 

Progress Towards 2010 Goals 
1. Participated in the 2010 United Way Dane County’s Day of Caring, sending 12 faculty, 

staff and student volunteers to the Holy Wisdom Monastery in Middleton, WI to help 
with prairie restoration. 

2. Sent 3 undergraduate students to The Leadershape Institute at the Allerton Conference 
Center in Champaign, IL. 

3. Sent four (two graduate, two undergraduate) students and two faculty members to the 
Greenleaf Servant Leadership Conference in Atlanta, Georgia in June. 

4. Conducted a student survey to learn more about leadership perceptions and needs in the 
College of Engineering, followed by five individual focus groups. 

5. Sponsored a four-hour workshop on “Servant Leadership: The World’s Greatest 
Leadership Philosophy” in November, featuring Kelvin Redd, Director of the Center for 
Servant Leadership at the Pastoral Institute in Columbus, Georgia. A total of 20 students 
and three staff members participated. 

6. Created a set of funds for student use to motivate and reward service and leadership 
(above and beyond the Polygon's pot of money). May be used for conference travel, 
projects, supplies, and recognition of leadership and/or service within COE community. 

Future Directions: Theory, Practice & Data 
 

1. Continue to organize annual College of Engineering-wide service projects.  
2. Host or co-host a student servant leadership conference or retreat at UW-Madison. 
3. Continue to send three exemplary student leaders each year to a national session of The 

Leadershape Institute at the Allerton Conference Center in Champaign, IL. 
4. Send up to 15 students to the Greeleaf Servant Leadership Conference in Dallas in 2011 
5. Offer a College of Engineering Leadership Workshop for students, faculty, and staff each 

semester. 
6. Explore implementing and sustaining a mentoring program. 
7. Work with Internship and Co-op organizations to promote Servant Leadership. 
8. Continue to refine Online courses and offer Norm Doll’s Leadership Course. 
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Pieper Criteria: Aligned with UW-Madison Accomplishments 
1. Outcomes baseline data – baseline committed, documented, established 

a. EBI (Educational Benchmarking, Inc.) Variables studied: 
i. Team & Extracurricular Activity 

ii. Team Experiences 
iii. Student Organization Activities 
iv. Leadership Opportunities 
v. Academic Advising – Faculty 

vi. Academic Advising – Non-Faculty 
vii. Ability to Work in Teams 

viii. Level of Camaraderie 
ix. Ability to Function on Multidisciplinary Teams 

2. Sounds acceptance of servant leadership with students and faculty through their 
interest, voluntary inclusion in programs, organizations 

a. Brought Dick Pieper into the Dean’s Leadership Class to speak on Servant 
Leadership and his philosophy and experience 

b. Aligned InterEngineering 601: Core Competencies of Leadership course with 
Social Change and Servant Leadership Models 

c. Norm Doll’s Leadership class 
i. Continued instructional opportunities 

3. Outcomes measures - seniors, graduates in the workplace.  
a. EBI (Educational Benchmarking, Inc.) 2010 Exit Survey results graphs 

(Appendix 2) 
b. Current Student Leadership Survey (Appendix 3) 
c. Sent 4 students to the Greenleaf Servant Leadership Conference in Atlanta, GA 

(Appendix 13) 
4. Phenomenally above demographic norms for maximizing in this area 

a. Excelled in Team & Extracurricular, Student Organization Activities, and Student 
Organization Activities 

b. Continually at or above average on all studied variables (Appendix 2) 
5. Breakthrough venture that promises new beginnings in acts of goodness - on 

campus, community, collaborations, in our world 
a. Restructure the Dean's Leadership Class 

i. Oer Social Change model which fits neatly with the Servant Leadership 
model, and offers students yet another step towards a UW-Madison 
Leadership Certificate 

ii. Next year have Dick Pieper come and lecture to the Dean's Leadership 
Class again 

iii. Demand for the course required that the instructors raise the enrollment 
cap. Fall 2010 enrollment was at the highest it has ever been, with 33 
students, compared to 25 in Fall 2009. 

b. Two online courses developed, tested, and continually improved 
i. Sustainability (Appendix 7) 
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ii. Leadership: offer students yet another step towards a UW-Madison 

Leadership Certificate. Norm Doll's class; it is squarely rooted in servant-

based leadership and quite successful so far. (Appendix 5, 6) 

iii. 11 students participated in the pilot in Spring 2010. Spring 2011 

enrollment is currently at 13. 

c. Co-curricular Professional Development Series jointly offered by COE's Diversity 

Affairs Office, Engineering Career Services, Student Leadership Center, and 

Engineering General Resources Office (Appendix 8) 

i. Personality assessments: Myers-Briggs, True Colors, Social 

Media/Networking, Etiquette Dinner, Dress for Success, and Involvement 

101 (aka why be active and serve your larger community) 

d. Analyzed student leadership 2009-2010 membership rosters to quantitatively 

illustrate student involvement (Appendix 11) 

e. UW-Madison Leadership Certificate is becoming more and more accessible 

through the programming listed here. There is a distinct emphasis on service 

throughout the certificate's requirements. (Appendix 14) 

f. Engineers Without Borders 

i. Won campus based leadership award (Appendix 19) 

g. Habitat for Humanity 

i. Won campus based leadership award (Appendix 19) 

h. Created a set of fund for student use to motivate and reward service and 

leadership (above and beyond the Polygon's pot of money). May be used for 

conference travel, projects, supplies, and recognition of leadership and/or service 

within COE community 

i. Pending: Host a student leadership conference or retreat 

j. Pending: Start and sustain a mentoring program 

k. Pending: Offer a leadership scholarship with a monetary award for recognition 

and motivation's sake 

6. An excellent year in carrying out all elements of the missions of the Chair as agreed 

on accepting the Chair 

a. See #5 above 

7. A servant leader (past student or faculty) that leads at an element or segment of our 

world. (Appendix 20) 

a. Jonathon Blandford 

b. Jose Ernesto Saransig Perugachi 

c. Kevin Orner 

d. Nate Haugen 
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Summary 
 
The progress throughout 2010 on furthering our goals established in 2009 was exceptional. By 
introducing more opportunities in developing leadership in coursework, extracurricular activities, 
seminars and conferences, our data illustrates many accomplishments that align with the Pieper 
Criteria. 
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Appendix 1: EBI Benchmarking Survey 
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Appendix 2: EBI Benchmarking Leadership-Related Data 
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There were three categories where we excelled beyond the average, which is Team & 
Extracurricular Activities, Student Organization Activities, and Leadership Opportunities. 
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Appendix 3: Current Student Leadership and Involvement Survey 
 

Initial Report 
Last Modified: 08/18/2010 

 

1.    Which of the following definitions best aligns with your current 
views on leadership? (choose one) 

# Answer Response % 

1 Leadership is a process, not a position. Anyone has the potential to lead, 
because leadership can be learned. 421 35% 

2 You are either born a leader or you are not. Leadership is a set of innate 
traits and characteristics that cannot be learned. 92 8% 

3 Leadership is the art of motivating a group of people to act towards 
achieving a common goal. 672 56% 

4 Leadership is the same as management. It’s positional. 11 1% 
 Total 1,196 100% 
 
2.  Do you feel that the College of Engineering offers ample 
opportunity for you to learn and practice leadership as an 
undergraduate student?  

# Answer Response % 

1 Yes 918 78% 
2 No 257 22% 
 Total 1,175 100% 
 
5.  Where do you believe you are currently learning about or 
obtaining leadership experience/training? Please check all that apply. 

# Answer Response % 

1 Student organization involvement 462 52% 
2 Student competitions (Innovation Days, Steuber Prize, etc) 136 15% 
3 Internships and/or co-ops 349 39% 
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4 Studying abroad 112 13% 
5 Research experiences 243 27% 
6 Formal instruction/academic courses 210 24% 
7 Community service/volunteering 217 24% 
8 Class projects 433 49% 
9 I am not currently learning leadership at the UW 111 12% 
10 N/A 85 10% 
11 Other, please specify: 45 5% 
 
6.  What is the primary reason that would motivate you to actively 
seek out opportunities to learn more about leadership as part of your 
undergraduate engineering education?  Please choose one. 

# Answer   
 

Response % 

1 To become a better leader in my 
student organization 

  
 37 4% 

2 To be more marketable to potential 
employers 

  
 318 36% 

3 To be more effective in managing 
people and projects 

  
 263 30% 

4 To learn how to articulate and 
champion a vision 

  
 128 14% 

5 
To find out how to organize a group 
of people to work towards a 
common goal 

  
 136 15% 

6 Other, please specify:   
 9 1% 

 Total  891 100% 
 
7.  Please rate the importance of the following leadership skills using 
the following scale. 

# Question 

Not at 
all 
Importa
nt 

Very 
Unimporta
nt 

Neither 
Important 
nor 
Unimporta
nt 

Very 
Importa
nt 

Extreme
ly 
Importa
nt 

Respons
es 

Mea
n 

1 Time management 
and organizational 0 4 32 446 411 893 4.42 
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skills 

2 Conflict 
resolution 2 3 60 455 373 893 4.34 

3 
Team-
building/collabora
tion 

1 9 72 467 343 892 4.28 

4 Effective 
communication 2 2 17 248 621 890 4.67 

5 Articulating a 
vision 0 9 120 487 272 888 4.15 

6 
Goal 
setting/developing 
action plans 

1 9 72 500 311 893 4.24 

7 Leading and 
supervising others 4 15 162 481 226 888 4.02 

8 
Building and 
managing work 
relationships 

1 15 154 472 251 893 4.07 

9 Change/transition 
management 3 34 292 432 130 891 3.73 

1
0 

Facilitating 
interdisciplinary 
work teams 

2 28 219 479 163 891 3.87 

1
1 Networking 7 29 229 401 226 892 3.91 

1
2 

Other, please 
specify: 7 3 28 19 32 89 3.74 

 
8.  Which of the following skills are you most interested in learning?  
Please rank your top 5 in order of importance with one (1) being the 
most important to you. 
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# Answer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1
0 

1
1 

1
2 

Respons
es 

1 
Time management 
and organization 
skills 

18
6 

14
6 

10
9 

10
0 88 3 2 2 1 0 1 0 638 

2 Conflict resolution 75 97 11
7 

10
9 88 2 4 3 2 0 4 0 501 

3 
Team-
building/collaborati
on 

71 79 12
5 

12
7 94 5 3 2 1 1 0 0 508 

4 Effective 
communication 

21
4 

21
0 

11
7 

10
5 60 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 710 

5 Articulating a 
vision 98 86 85 82 85 0 3 0 3 1 2 0 445 

6 
Goal 
setting/developing 
action plans 

71 10
6 

12
3 

10
1 

12
5 

1
1 1 2 2 1 1 0 544 

7 Leading and 
supervising others 62 58 71 81 95 3 8 6 3 4 1 0 392 

8 
Building and 
managing work 
relationships 

29 52 63 80 91 5 4 9 5 4 0 0 342 

9 Change/transition 
management 8 22 21 25 45 1 3 4 8 8 5 0 150 

1
0 

Facilitating 
interdisciplinary 
work teams 

23 22 37 52 56 3 0 1 7 1
0 6 0 218 
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1
1 Networking 60 39 42 45 64 0 4 3 2 2 1

2 0 273 

1
2 

Click to write Item 
12 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 

 Total 89
8 

91
7 

91
0 

90
9 

89
2 

3
3 

3
3 

3
3 

3
4 

3
3 

3
2 1 - 

 
9.  Please check all that apply.  Have you ever ...? 

 
 
# Answer Response % 

1 Held a leadership position in a student organization 495 63% 
2 Attended a student leadership conference 252 32% 
3 Participated in a one-time skill development workshop 237 30% 
4 Taken a formal leadership course 102 13% 
5 Considered applying for a Leadership Certificate 115 15% 
6 Served as a team leader for a class project 584 75% 
7 I did not know these opportunities were available 58 7% 
 
10.  Are you aware of the Student Leadership Center (SLC) in the 
College of Engineering? 

# Answer Response % 

1 Yes 344 38% 
2 No 552 62% 
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 Total 896 100% 
 
11.  Have you ever visited the SLC or used any of the SLC's resources? 

# Answer Response % 

1 Yes 103 11% 
2 No 793 89% 
 Total 896 100% 
 
12.  If yes, what for? Please check all that apply. 

# Answer Response % 

1 For information on engineering student organizations 61 60% 
2 To check out/use the ProCard or submit a reimbursement request 42 41% 

3 To reserve a room in the Engineering Centers Building or request after 
hours building access (including picking up or returning a room key) 55 54% 

4 To get programming, event planning or budgeting assistance for a student 
organization 30 29% 

5 To inquire about a Leadership Certificate 14 14% 
6 To reserve a UW or DOA fleet vehicle 33 32% 
7 To learn more about leadership opportunities on campus 21 21% 

8 For information on the Innovation Days competition or to pick up a design 
notebook 15 15% 

9 Other, please specify: 6 6% 
 
13.  If no, why not?  Please check all that apply. 

# Answer Response % 

1 I have never heard of the SLC in the College of Engineering 450 63% 
2 I don't know what resources or programs are available through the SLC 378 53% 
3 I don't know where the SLC is located 346 48% 

4 I am not interested in leadership opportunities within the College of 
Engineering 34 5% 

5 I don't have time to take advantage of the SLC's programs or services 136 19% 
6 I have a negative perception of the SLC 9 1% 
7 I don't believe the SLC has anything to offer me 30 4% 
8 Other, please specify: 44 6% 
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14.  What sort of leadership development opportunities would you 
like to see the College of Engineering offer outside of a department, 
course or student organization? Please rank order from 1 to 7, with 1 
being your highest preference and 7 being your least.  

# Answer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Responses 

1 Student organization 
training/workshops 203 156 125 132 98 70 31 1 817 

2 A Student Leadership Conference 
or Retreat 52 96 122 128 161 152 101 0 812 

3 College-wide community service 
or service-learning opportunities 124 122 131 161 135 101 40 0 814 

4 An Emerging Leaders Program for 
first year students 109 99 113 133 131 135 90 0 810 

5 A Women's Leadership Program 38 44 57 60 98 120 387 1 806 
6 Networking and social activities 160 169 149 112 98 86 44 0 818 

7 A "Lunch and Learn" speaker 
series 131 134 119 91 92 137 113 0 817 

8 Other, please specify: 7 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 13 
 Total 824 820 816 817 813 801 812 2 - 
 
15.  If offered, how likely would you be to participate in the 
following?  Please rank in order of 1 to 7 with 1 being most likely to 
do, and 7 being least likely. 
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# Answer 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Responses 

1 Take a one-credit face to face course 
on leadership 161 151 116 151 119 73 52 823 

2 Take a one-credit on-line course on 
leadership 107 93 115 122 134 108 140 819 

3 
Take a 2-3 credit course on leadership 
with an add-on independent study 
option 

55 77 89 77 131 203 182 814 

4 Pursue a campus Leadership 
Certificate 71 58 80 129 110 148 220 816 

5 Attend a one-time all day conference 
on leadership 83 129 176 121 127 105 76 817 

6 
Attend a one-time workshop to 
develop a specific skill related to 
leadership 

128 201 143 106 102 98 40 819 

7 
Participate in a College of 
Engineering-wide community service 
activity 

226 108 111 99 77 77 110 808 

 Total 831 817 830 805 800 812 820 - 
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Appendix 4: Revised and Expanded Dean’s Leadership Class 
 

Deans Leadership Course 
InterEng 400, 1 credit 

Class #84858 
Monday, 5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Tong Auditorium, Engineering Centers Building 
 

Instructors: 
Jeff Russell, Professor and Chair   Tom McGlamery, Faculty Associate 
Department of Civil Engineering   Engineering Professional Development 
2205 Engineering Hall    M1036h Engineering Centers Building 
1415 Engineering Drive    1550 Engineering Drive 
Madison, WI 53706     Madison, WI 53706 
608-262-7444      608-265-4735 
russell@engr.wisc.edu    mcglamer@engr.wisc.edu 
 
Alicia Jackson, Director  
Student Leadership Center 
M1080 Engineering Centers Building 
1550 Engineering Drive 
Madison, WI 53706 
608-265-2899 
ajackson@engr.wisc.edu 
  
Course Description: 
The course is designed to build and enhance the quality of leadership skills our student leaders 
possess and bring back to their respective student organizations and departments, by increasing 
students knowledge of self, others, common leadership theories and practices, and more. 

The Social Change Model of Leadership Development provides a theoretical framework for the 
course with a premise that leadership can be learned, and that it is a process rather than a 
position, recognizing that everyone has the potential to be a leader. The goal of the Social 
Change Model is to enhance student leadership development and learning in key content areas of 
individual, group and community values. The central principles of the Social Change Model say 
leadership is “purposeful, collaborative, values-based” and “results in positive social change”.  

The Social Change Model of Leadership focuses on seven core values needed to become a 
successful leader and effect positive social change. This course will address each of the seven 
values over the 10 week course period. The seven values are: 

• Consciousness of Self  
• Congruence  
• Commitment  

mailto:russell@engr.wisc.edu�
mailto:mcglamer@engr.wisc.edu�
mailto:ajackson@engr.wisc.edu�
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• Collaboration  
• Common Purpose  
• Controversy with Civility  
• Citizenship  

Course Objective:  
The goal of the Dean’s Leadership Course is to help build community among student leaders in 
the College of Engineering and to provide them with organizational and leadership development 
tools and information that will assist them in running effective organizations on campus. The 
main focus of both the Social Change Model and this course is increasing students’ capacity to 
mobilize self and others to facilitate positive social change at UW-Madison and beyond, thus 
creating better citizens and future leaders.  
 
Course Overview: 

o Week 1 (Sept. 20th) – Class Overview, Leadership Models and Theories  
o Week 2 (Sept. 27th) – Consciousness of Self –  True Colors, Kathy Kruse, Assistant 

Dean, Student Advocacy and Judicial Affairs in the Offices of the Dean of Students  
o Week 3 (Oct. 4th) – Collaboration and Common Purpose – Adventure Learning Programs 
o Week 4 (Oct. 11th) – Fundraising/Industry Relations – UW Foundation 
o Week 5 (Oct. 18th) – Servant Leadership: The Fundamentals and One Journey – Dick 

Pieper, Pieper Electric 
o Week 6 (Oct. 25th) –Citizenship – Susan Tran, Center for Leadership and Involvement 

and the Student Leadership Program 
o Week 7 (Nov. 1st) – Conflict Management/EarthQuake  
o Week 8 (Nov. 8th) – What Engineers Need to Understand About People and Teams –  

Tom Mosgaller 
o Week 9 (Nov. 15th) –Leadership: Sharing My Experiences – Paul Peercy, Dean, College 

of Engineering 
o Week 10 (Nov. 22nd) – Group Presentations 

 
Grading 
This course runs for ten weeks and is graded on a Pass/Fail basis. Student leaders who are 
registered for the class will receive a Pass if they attend the class, participate actively during the 
discussions each week, complete required reading and journaling exercises, and do not have 
more than three unexcused absences during the semester. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

DLC Evals Fall '10 Last Modified: 01/05/2011

1. Please judge the overall effectiveness and value of the InterEGR 400, The

Dean's Leadership Class.

1 Not at all effective 0 0%

2 Somewhat ineffective 0 0%

3 Neutral/No opinion 1 8%

4 Somewhat effective 9 69%

5 Very effective 3 23%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 3

Max Value 5

Mean 4.15

Variance 0.31

Standard Deviation 0.55

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

2. Now we want you to think about how much you agree or disagree with the

claims made below.The goals of the course were clearly stated and the course
content was consistent with these goals.

1 Disagree 0 0%

2 Neutral 0 0%

3 Agree 4 31%

4 Strongly Agree 9 69%

6 Click to write Choice 5 0 0%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 3

Statistic Value



Max Value 4

Mean 3.69

Variance 0.23

Standard Deviation 0.48

Total Responses 13

3. The instructors demonstrated the significance of the material, used

realistic examples, and raised relevant issues.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 1 8%

3 Neutral 0 0%

4 Agree 7 54%

5 Strongly Agree 5 38%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 4.23

Variance 0.69

Standard Deviation 0.83

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

4. The instructors were receptive to questions and comments in class.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 0 0%

3 Neutral 0 0%

4 Agree 2 15%

5 Strongly Agree 11 85%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %



Min Value 4

Max Value 5

Mean 4.85

Variance 0.14

Standard Deviation 0.38

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

5. The instructors prepared clear and useful assignments.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 1 8%

3 Neutral 6 46%

4 Agree 4 31%

5 Strongly Agree 2 15%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 3.54

Variance 0.77

Standard Deviation 0.88

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

6. The instructors provided useful feedback and guidance when it was

sought.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 1 8%

3 Neutral 1 8%

4 Agree 9 69%

5 Strongly Agree 2 15%

# Answer Bar Response %



Total 13

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 3.92

Variance 0.58

Standard Deviation 0.76

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

7. The instructors were well organized.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 0 0%

3 Neutral 0 0%

4 Agree 9 69%

5 Strongly Agree 4 31%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 4

Max Value 5

Mean 4.31

Variance 0.23

Standard Deviation 0.48

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

8. The instructors used effective teaching techniques.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 0 0%

3 Neutral 4 31%

# Answer Bar Response %



4 Agree 7 54%

5 Strongly Agree 2 15%

Total 13

Min Value 3

Max Value 5

Mean 3.85

Variance 0.47

Standard Deviation 0.69

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

9. The instructors were reasonably available to answer questions and

discuss my work outside of class or electronically.

1 Strongly Disagree 0 0%

2 Disagree 0 0%

3 Neutral 4 31%

4 Agree 6 46%

5 Strongly Agree 3 23%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 3

Max Value 5

Mean 3.92

Variance 0.58

Standard Deviation 0.76

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

10. What did you like best about this course, and why?

I really liked the seminar style of the course. I enjoyed learning from the many different speakers. My favorite speakers were

Text Response



people who could explain their path of leadership and how it was helpful in the workplace. I liked learning about how to become
a more effective leader by learning from their experience.

I liked the degree to which the class was targeted to student org leaders. Many examples/topics were centered around student
orgs, but could also be applied to other areas of our lives.

I enjoyed the variety of seminars, exercised and short assignments.

true colors

Group activities, fostered leadership opportunities within the class

I like most of the guest speakers from industry because I could see how leadership is applied in the real world and careers, and
it was also interesting learning about the challenges they faced when developing leadership skills. I also liked the True Colors
workshop because I was able to see what type of leadership personality I have.

I really liked getting to learn the different leadership models and discussing what makes a leader. I had never thought about
leadership in the way it was presented in class.

The amount of real world examples that were presented both by the professors and the guest speakers.

The guest lecturers because they provided real world examples of how to be a good leader, and were generally very interesting
to listen too.

Total Responses 9

Statistic Value

11. What did you like least, and why?

I didn't really like the presentations about the leadership certificate or fund raising. They were both things I had looked into on
my own and felt like they weren't very helpful in helping me develop my leadership skills. I would have rather spent a class
period discussing with the other student org leaders how they conducted fund raising or managed money.

I didn't like how the project was not in the syllabus and was not mentioned until  ~5 weeks in. I enjoyed the project; it didn't
consist of a lot of work and it was very interesting, but I felt like I was being tricked.

There was very little hard-copy course material. It would have been nice to have a handout of the goals/important points of
each meeting. If not a hand-out, maybe a slide at the end of class where the students could note the main points. The loose
structure of the course makes it a relaxed environment but I believe I would have remembered more if the "theme" of each
meeting was emphasized in some explicit way.

more tasks or activity related project

Disconnection between the speakers

I did not like how the class did not focus on bettering our leadership skills as a leader of a student organization. I learned a lot
about different leadership skills and styles, but the things I learned were never related back to how I can best lead my student
organization.

I liked doing the differential tuition proposal and presentation the least because I was not expecting to have this assignment
going into the class.

While all the guest speakers were good, it was sometimes hard to see how their lecture tied back to the servant leadership
model.

The logistics of the class. They syllabus stated that there would be weekly reading and journalling but nothing about a group
project. This probably would not have changed my enrolling in the class but it seemed like it was attempting to be tricky about
what was required for the class which I did not like.

Text Response

Statistic Value



Total Responses 9

12. Please comment on the usefulness of supporting materials (web site,

readings, assignments, and so forth).  Did you find them easy to use,
informative, and relevant?  Would you suggest any improvements?

I thought the supporting materials were nice and gave extra helpful information. I don't have any suggestions.

What we had was useful. See comment above for suggestion for improvement.

Effective I understood what servant leadership actually means, and important traits of a leader More speakers

The main assignment was a great opportunity

I thought the materials posted were very easy to use, and somewhat informative.

I found the differential tuition information on the website to be informative and helpful in creating our proposal.

Ecow2 website had all the necessary information and was very useful. There was not a lot of out of class assignments besides
the group project, which is fair for how many credits the class is worth.

Text Response

Total Responses 7

Statistic Value

13. Please comment on the day-to-day activities of the class.  Which did you

find most useful, and why?  Do you think some activities should be given
more class time?  Would you suggest that any be cut back or eliminated?  If
so, which ones, and why?

I really liked the class structure, but I wish it had a closer tie to leading a student organization. For example, if we had a small
group time (15 minutes) at the beginning or the end of the class where we could meet with the same group and discuss what
things we are doing with our student organizations and how we are developing our leadership skills. For example, I talked with
one student about how she was able to increase involvement in her student organization by articulating her vision and we were
able to discuss why she though this worked so well. I also liked hearing how the professors of the class viewed leadership and
their experiences with how leadership is valuable.

I think one of the instructors should give a short (

I think the project for the semester should begin at the first meeting.

presentations were good and interactive

Speakers were interesting

The activities where we were discussing and interacting with our fellow class mates were the most helpful and useful. In these
activities I was able to see how different people would handle a leadership role in a certain situation, and then learn from them.

I found the group discussions on definitions of leadership and in exercises such as the earthquake simulation because it

Text Response



allowed us to work in teams.

I like the 10 week format and once weekly meetings. The ALPS activities were a good way to get to know people.

I wish there were more in class group activities, such as the earthquake senario. I found the earthquake senario to be
interesting and helped me to better understand my group members.

Total Responses 9

Statistic Value

14. Please evaluate the overall effectiveness of your instructors.

1 Not at all effective 0 0%

2 Somewhat ineffective 0 0%

3 Neutral/No opinion 3 23%

4 Somewhat effective 6 46%

5 Very effective 4 31%

Total 13

# Answer Bar Response %

Min Value 3

Max Value 5

Mean 4.08

Variance 0.58

Standard Deviation 0.76

Total Responses 13

Statistic Value

15. Comment on the effectiveness of the visiting speakers who contributed

to the class this fall:  Which speakers had the most to contribute?  Do you
think the class should continue to use visiting speakers?  What suggestions
do you have along these lines?

I really liked Dick Pieper and Dean Peercy's presentation. They had very practical advice about leadership in it's application. I
think visiting speakers are valuable, but bringing in campus speakers like CFLI and WARF is unneccessary. I would rather
pursue that information myself. In the class I would rather hear from speakers in industry and professors in the class about
their experiences with leadership

I liked how there was a wide range. I can't think of any classes that I did not like. Some were more exciting (ALPS, true colors,

Text Response



Report powered by 

earthquake) because they were more interactive, but the others were still very informative.

Visiting speakers were the highlight. It's always valuable to hear 1st hand experiences.

good

I really enjoyed the visiting speakers, especially Tom Mossgaller. I think the class should continue to have visiting speakers
because I think it is beneficial to learn about their experiences.

I think guest speakers are an important part of the class. At times they seemed to get a little off topic from servant leadership.

Yes, continue using visiting speakers. Hearing their life experiences and their views provided some of the most useful take
away information from this class.

Total Responses 7

Statistic Value
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Appendix 5: Civil & Environmental Engineering Leadership Development 
Class 
 

 
Outcome Report – Spring/Summer 2010 

CEE 698 Sec 001 - Leadership Development 
EPD 690 – International Development Engineering 

Engineers Without Borders (EWB) 
Independent Service Project Study including Senior Capstone 

 
The purpose of CEE 698 is to provide students with a basic understanding of leadership concepts 
and learning through the experience of leading a group to complete a service project.  Students in 
EPD 690 choose international projects related to the student organization EWB for collaborative 
research and further study seeking solutions to global problems.  EWB groups complete projects 
originating from various funding organizations and from historical pursuits of past student 
groups.  Our Independent study students choose projects from various opportunities presented to 
the department based on our reputation of project completion. 
 
Student participation included 15 in CEE 698 001, 5 in EPD 690, ~85 in EWB and 12 in 
Independent study. 
 
Highlights of the completed projects include: 
 
Of the 15 projects completed in 698, outstanding projects included two separate projects 
supporting the construction of an alcohol free center for returning war veterans in Milwaukee 
called Dryhootch.  One student led a group of volunteers on the interior demolition of the 
building on Milwaukee's east side to allow construction of the coffee shop, lounge and meeting 
rooms and a second student led volunteers that waterproofed the basement.  Both of these 
students used community volunteers collaborating with the Servant Leadership students at 
MSOE to complete this work.   
 
Other students completed projects with the intent of having followers continue their work in 
future years.  In one case the student developed an annual service project for a fraternity that will 
present engineering career opportunities to Madison East High School with a focus on service to 
society with student presenters highlighting the various disciplines in engineering.  The unique 
difference from other high school career presentations is a focus on service projects that 
engineering students have completed both locally and globally.  Another student developed, used 
and documented a model fund-raising program which allowed specialty baked pretzels to be 
mass-produced in home kitchens and then sold at local community events.  I suspect we will see 
student groups using it for fund development to complete their many service projects. 
 
Several students in this class developed elements for larger initiatives in their various student 
organizations.  One of these was a simplified water-saving toilet device that utilized the tank fill 
water for hand washing.  The student leader had a group conduct research on previous ideas for 
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this, but focused on developing a retrofit for existing toilets.  The outcome was very practical and 
will be implemented on a pilot basis this August in El Salvador.  
 
Students in EPD 690 completed research on a micro methane generator for small scale farmers 
and will use this research for development of a methane generator and stove supply business in 
Kenya.  They also finalized a water runoff design for roads in El Salvador and will present it for 
implementation in Nejapa this year.   
 
We had significant growth in independent study this past year as well.  A Capstone group of 
three students completed a bridge approach in Santa Maria, El Salvador which included a 
hydrologic study and resultant drainage channel for the approach.  This design has been 
presented to a missionary church group in Wauwatosa, WI for potential funding and 
implementation.  Independent study students led projects including design and future 
implementation of a water tower for a school in the Dominican Republic, and use of solar 
powered electric composting toilets in developing countries, using Santa Maria as a potential 
pilot community, and development of a sand pottery water filter design to be used for a small 
business model in Kenya to be presented in August. 
 
Our EWB student organization continues with the five projects they have been operating for the 
past three years, including: wastewater collection for Nejapa, El Salvador; water filtration, agro-
forestry, irrigation and methane fuel for Orongo, Kenya; agro-forestry and rainwater collection in 
Muramba, Rwanda; electric supply and bio-fuel in Bayonnais, Haiti; and ongoing projects 
supporting the Red Cliff Indian reservation in northern Wisconsin.  Several students are 
beginning work on lake pollution in Madison area lakes next year.  Students are drawn to this 
organization for various reasons including its notoriety, the experience of international travel 
exposure, and the opportunity to participate in a student managed organization.  But perhaps 
most of all, students are drawn by the desire to help those disadvantaged in the world.  At our 
university we can magnify this desire. 
 
We have many potential projects to offer students for the 2010-11 Academic year, including 
research to redirect human waste from streams and rivers in the Santa Maria region of El 
Salvador, development of a bentonite base for small rainwater catchment dams in Sousa, Kenya, 
design and construction of a dormitory for boys at an orphanage for children of aids victims in 
the Homa Bay region in Kenya, further development of both the small scale methane generator 
and sand filter, and the use of solar powered electric composting toilets, in addition to the five 
ongoing projects we are completing in EWB.   
 
While there are many more opportunities, realistically we can expect to fund no more than those 
mentioned and can involve up to 150 +/- students in these endeavors.  The intent is to provide 
opportunity for significant accomplishment serving the global community both locally and 
worldwide, exposing students to the growing needs of those less advantaged as well as the many 
unmet needs of our communities.   While a small number of these students end up pursuing 
careers directly related to their service experience, all of them experience the positive effect of 
leading in this manner.  At the end of this academic year we can be in a position of knowing 
what we can do to scale our efforts.   
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Norm Doll 
July, 2010 
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Appendix 6: Online Core Competencies of Leadership Course 

Syllabus: Core Competencies of Leadership 
Engineering Professional Development 690, Course #53564, Section #17  

To begin the course we will meet in person on February 15th from 2:00-3:30 in the 
Tong Auditorium in the Engineering Centers Building. If you are unable to attend in 
person or if you wish to revisit what was discussed, a recording will be available after the 
session. 

Course Description 
This one-credit online course is centered on the Social Change Model of Leadership 
Development. The premise of this model is that leadership can be learned. It is a process 
rather than a position. Everyone has the potential to be a leader. 

This course will increase your capacity to mobilize yourself and others to facilitate positive 
social change at UW-Madison and beyond. The goal of the model and course is to enhance 
your leadership development and learning in key content areas of individual, group and 
community values. The central principles of the Social Change Model say leadership: 

• Is purposeful, collaborative, and values-based 
• Results in positive social change 

The Social Change Model of Leadership focuses on seven core values needed to become a 
successful leader and effect positive social change. In order from individual to group to 
social values, you will study one value per week from the numbered list below. The final two 
weeks of the course focus on volunteer work of your choice, an opportunity for you to apply 
the values: 

1. Consciousness of Self  
2. Congruence  
3. Commitment  
4. Collaboration  
5. Common Purpose  
6. Controversy with Civility  
7. Citizenship  

While the curriculum is built around one leadership model, others will be explored. Several 
models will be compared the first day of the course. In addition, you will learn about values- 
and strengths-based leadership, and you will increase your self-awareness of your values 
and strengths. This will help you use your natural abilities to promote social change. 

NOTE: This course satisfies the online-course requirements and counts as 15 hours toward 
the fulfillment of The Leadership Certificate program at UW: 
http://cfli.wisc.edu/leadership_certificate.htm.  

http://cfli.wisc.edu/leadership_certificate.htm�
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Your Instructor 

Alicia Jackson, Director  
Student Leadership Center 
M1080 Engineering Centers Building 
1550 Engineering Drive 
Madison, WI 53706 
608-265-2899 
ajackson@engr.wisc.edu 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Alicia Jackson is the Director of the Student Leadership Center (SLC) in the College of 
Engineering (COE) at UW-Madison. In that role, she manages the day-to-day operations of 
the SLC; advises the 50+ registered student organizations affiliated with the COE; directs 
the annual Innovation Days competition; and co-teaches the Dean's Leadership Class 
(InterEng 400). Additionally, she serves as the advisor to Engineering EXPO and co-advisor 
to the Polygon Engineering Student Council. Prior to joining the COE, Alicia held the position 
of Special Assistant to the Dean of Students in the Offices of the Dean of Students at the 
UW and also spent several years working as Director of Diversity & Geographic Outreach for 
the Wisconsin Alumni Association. Alicia has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Communication 
Arts with an emphasis in Radio, TV and Film from the University of Wisconsin - Madison. 
She was born and raised in Racine, WI and has lived in Madison since 1996. 
 
Course Goals 
Upon successful completion of this course, you will have gained: 

1. Awareness of personal strengths and leadership potential 
2. Motivation to serve linked to knowledge of self 
3. Commitment to serve through volunteer work 
4. Appreciation of group leadership efforts and the power of collaboration 
5. Awareness of group leadership needed to help groups reach and articulate shared 

aims and values 
6. Recognition that difference is inevitable yet manageable with civility, collaboration 

and common purpose 
7. Perspective that each individual is connected to a community and responsible for its 

greater good 
8. Reflection and application of the "Seven C's" of the Social Change Model through 

volunteer work 
 
 
Course Activities and Requirements 
Follow the weekly outline for guidance and to participate effectively. For each of the first 
eight weeks of the course, as you study one value of the Social Change Model per week 
after Week 1’s introduction: 

• Begin the week with the lesson plan, a summary of the week’s objective and 
activities. 

• During the week, review/discuss the course resources and complete the course 
activities on your own or in groups, as outlined for the given week. 

mailto:ajackson@engr.wisc.edu�
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• End the week with a written reflection, typically a couple of paragraphs. 

For the last two weeks of the course you will select and perform volunteer work that is 
congruent with your values and strengths. Ideally, this volunteer experience will give you an 
opportunity to apply all seven values of the Social Change Model.  

You will complete the course after completing all the course activities, including at least 10 
hours of volunteer work during the final two weeks followed by a final report. Refer to the 
course outline for detailed instructions. 

Participation in Discussion Forums 
You are expected to add value to course discussions with thoughtful discussion messages 
and meaningful participation in discussion forums that reflects you’ve “done your 
homework” and read what others have already written.  
 
As part of this course you are part of a learning community that shares a responsibility to 
supplement the pre-recorded materials and scripted activities with lively discussion and 
analysis.  
 
Discussion forums enable you to share ideas, get feedback, and benefit from the knowledge 
and experiences of your classmates and instructors.  

• Read what others have posted before making your contributions  
• Keep your messages brief -- no more than 1-3 paragraphs  
• Be professional, courteous and respectful of others’ thoughts and time  
• Don't be afraid to politely disagree with someone or state a different opinion -- that's 

what discussion is supposed to be about  

Evaluation of Learning 
You will be graded using a point system, a total of 100 points. The final report is worth 20% 
of the grade. Refer to the rubric at the bottom of the page for guidance on how to 
participate effectively in all other weekly, graded activities. 

Completion of volunteer work and final report (20 points) 
Completion of 9 individual assignments, Weeks 1-9 (36 points) 
Completion of 1 group assignment, Weeks 5-6 (8 points) 
Participation in class forums, Weeks 3, 4, 6, 10-11 (20 points) 
Participation in wikis, Weeks 2 & 9 (8 points) 
Participation in group simulation exercise, Weeks 8-9 (8 points) 

A = 93 and above 
A/B = 89-92 
B = 84-88 
B/C = 79-83 
C = 70-78 
D = 60-69 
F = 59 and below 

Loss of Points for Late Assignments/Participation 
You are required to complete all of the activities outlined for each week on time. Weeks run 
from Monday through Sunday. Assignments are due by 8am on Monday of the following 
week, as noted in the course calendar. 

Unless prior arrangements are made with the instructor or in cases of exceptional 
circumstances, the due dates listed in the course calendar are firm. It is your responsibility 
to follow the outline, plan ahead as needed, and submit your work on time each week. Late 
assignments or participation in weekly activities will result in the loss of 1 point per day for 
each overdue activity. 
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Points  Performance and Grading Criteria  

4  

• Exceptional quality (not quantity)  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources  
• Demonstrates applied level of understanding through personal reflections  
• Answer is well developed and logically reasoned  
• Provides original insights/responses, extending communication of others 
• Supports and leads others in discussion, respects others and their ideas  

3  

• Superior quality (not quantity)  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources 
• Demonstrates applied level of understanding through personal reflections  
• Answer is provided; logic may not be clear  
• Provides original insights or responses  
• Makes a connection to what others say, respects others and their ideas  

2  

• Satisfactory quality and quantity  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources  
• Primarily consists of summary or paraphrasing of readings  
• Answer is not fully developed; logic is not clear  
• Contribution is primarily a response to others, minimally original  
• Is respectful of others and their ideas  

1  

• Does not meet expectations  
• Not clear that the individual has completed readings/resources 
• Only consists of summary or paraphrasing of readings  
• Minimal effort put into answer  
• Is not respectful of others and their ideas  

0  • Assignment not completed  
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Appendix 7: Online Sustainability Class 



Syllabus: Core Competencies of Sustainability 
Inter engr 601, class number is 44353, InterEGR 601-002, Spring 2011 
 
This one-credit, online course introduces engineering students to sustainable design 
and development with the following weekly topics and course modules: 
 
Week 1: (Course Introduction and Personal Introductions)Face-to-face meeting 
January 18, 2011 3:30 -5:00 1610 Engineering Hall 
Week 2: Science of Climate Change and Practicing Learning Online 
Week 3: Carbon and Ecological Footprints 
Week 4: Sustainability Frameworks 
Week 5: Life-Cycle Thinking 
Week 6: Effect of Consumption on Sustainability 
Week 7: Relationships between Natural Resources and Energy 
Week 8: Spring Break  
Week 9: Social Perspectives on Sustainability 
Week 10: Green Building 
Week 11: Green Chemistry 
Week 12: Innovation 
Week 13: Integrated Engineering Practice 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The course is divided into four modules and organized by week. 
 
 
Course Description 
Module 1: After the introduction to sustainability in the first week, the class will focus 
on the importance and the scientific underpinnings of climate change.  
 
Module 2: This module and the next module address core competencies. The class 
will explore the challenges of measuring sustainability by looking at carbon and 
ecological footprints, comparing different sustainability frameworks, and practicing 
life-cycle thinking and assessment. 
 
Module 3: The core competencies in the previous module set the stage for deeper 
discussions and case-study analyses in this module. These discussions and analyses 
call for systems thinking and multi-disciplinary, global perspectives. To frame these 
discussions the class will discover the impact of consumption, the complex interplay 
between the use of natural resources and energy, and the ethical implications of 
unequal access to and use of natural resources and energy. 
 
Module 4: After exploring sustainability through lenses from physical and social 
sciences, the class will turn its focus to engineering applications. Exciting 
introductions to and examples of green building, green chemistry, and other 
innovations will promote integrative thought and further exploration of engineering 
for sustainability. 



Course Goals 
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to: 

• Describe the physical and chemical properties that govern climate change 
• Calculate and analyze carbon and ecological footprints 
• Compare and evaluate different sustainability frameworks 
• Describe life-cycle thinking and assessment 
• Explain the effect of consumption on sustainability 
• Identify and assess the significance of relationships between natural 

resources and energy 
• Recognize sustainability as a global challenge fraught with social inequity and 

requiring multiple perspectives and solutions 
• Explain the importance of the built environment and green building 
• Appreciate the importance of chemical engineering and green chemistry 

toward sustainable design and development 
• Discuss how innovation can fuel sustainable development 
• Synthesize course lessons as they relate to engineering applications 

 
 
Your Instructor 
Patrick Eagan is a professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Departments of 
Engineering Professional Development, Civil and Environmental Engineering as well 
as the Gaylord Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies. At the Department of 
Engineering Professional Development Professor Eagan conceives, plans, conducts 
and evaluates adult professional education programs on industrial environmental 
engineering and management, and related environmental issues. Responsibilities 
also include program technical content and presenting selected lectures. Professor 
Eagan has delivered several outreach courses using distance-learning technology.  
He also teaches the independent study course in the online Masters of Engineering in 
Professional Practice. 
 
Dr. Eagan has been actively involved internationally in the development of design-
for-the-environment tools and education since 1992. He has worked with many 
companies tailoring educational programs on the emerging topics of environmental 
awareness, life-cycle management/design-for-the-environment, environmental 
management systems, and environmental purchasing. Dr. Eagan recognizes the 
value of quality concepts and has focused on merging environmental perspectives 
with quality education programs (e.g. design-for-excellence or six sigma).  His 
favorite industrial ecology projects were the global rollouts of design-for-the-
environment curricula at Motorola and Johnson & Johnson. In addition to his research 
in industrial ecology, his outreach courses include a range of topics including 
wastewater and stormwater treatment and restoration of water resources. He uses 
collaborative learning techniques and class exercises to meet his educational goals. 
 
Professor Eagan’s research interests lie in exploring frameworks that can move public 
and private institutions toward “sustainable development.” A primary interest is how 
both public and private institutions will deal with resource limitations, climate change 
effects and management issues. His focus includes environmental risk management, 
design-for-the-environment and linking business and environmental decision-
making.   
 



Online Delivery 
With the exception of a classroom seminar for personal introductions and to 
introduce the topic of sustainability, the course will be held online. A combination of 
the following online resources and activities will be used. 
 
Although the course is mainly online you will have the opportunity to meet informally 
with the instructor periodically during the semester for group discussions. 
 
Learning Resources and Activities 
The web-based resources and activities in this course will help you discuss and 
develop a meaningful understanding of sustainability. The course features a 
combination of practical assignments, discussion forums, content lessons, quizzes, 
and useful resources.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: The activities in this course, which are outlined by week, may also be viewed by type. 
 
 
The learning objectives, resources, activities and guidance for each week – 
all you need to complete the course - are available from the online outline. 
Unless otherwise noted, every resource and activity included in the outline is a 
required resource or activity for full course participation and credit. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Begin each week with the instructions for the WEEK, followed by the activities. 



Evaluation of Learning 
You will be graded based on the following point system, a total of 100 points: 
 
A = 93 and above 
A/B = 89-92 
B = 84-88 
B/C = 79-83 
C = 70-78 
D = 60-70 
F = 59 and below 
 
Week Activity Points 
1 Assignment: What sustainability means to you 

Self-Assessment: Sustainability awareness 
5 
2 

2 Lesson: Science of climate change 
Quiz: Climate change 

2 
10 

3 Lesson: Ecological footprint 
Discussion: Carbon footprint and reduction strategies 
Self-Assessment: Footprints 

2 
4 
2 

4 Discussion: Evaluate frameworks 
Self-Assessment: Frameworks and systems thinking 

4 
2 

5 Assignment: Life cycle of soap 
Discussion: LCA and the “triple bottom line” 

5 
4 

6 Discussion: Effect of consumption on sustainability 4 
7 Case-Study Discussions: Natural resources and energy 4 
8 Discussion: Sustainability and social justice 4 
9 Assignment: LEED project review 

Discussion: (Continue discussions started in Weeks 6-8) 
5 
4 

10 Assignment: Comparison of cleaning chemicals 
Discussion: (Continue discussions started in Weeks 6-8) 

5 
4 

12 Case-Study Discussion: Innovation in wind energy 4 
13 Discussion: Engineering for sustainability 4 
14 Final Assignment: Sustainability in action 

Final Quiz: Sustainability awareness 
10 
10 

 
• Assignments are worth 30% of the final grade. 
• Quizzes, self-assessments and lessons are worth 30% of the final grade. 
• Participation in discussion forums is worth 40% of the final grade and will be 

graded using the rubric and guidance for participation on the following page.  
 
 
Loss of Points for Late Assignments 
You are required to complete all of the activities outlined for each week on time. 
Weeks begin on Monday mornings. Each week’s activities must be completed by 8am 
of the following Monday. 
 
Unless prior arrangements are made with the instructor, or in cases of exceptional 
circumstances, these weekly due dates are firm. It is your responsibility to follow the 
outline, plan and work ahead as needed, and submit your work or participate on time 
every week. Late completion of weekly activities will result in the loss of 1 point per 
day for each overdue activity. 
 



Participation in Discussion Forums 
You are expected to add value to course discussions with thoughtful discussion 
messages and ongoing, meaningful participation in discussion forums that reflects 
you’ve “done your homework” and read what others have already written. 
 
As part of this course you are part of a learning community that shares a 
responsibility to supplement the pre-recorded materials and scripted activities with 
lively discussion and analysis. In discussions, you will discover new ideas and study 
real-life scenarios to explore and better remember what it means to be sustainable.  
 
Discussion forums enable you to share ideas, get feedback, and benefit from the 
knowledge and experiences of your classmates and instructors.  

• Read what others have posted before making your contributions  
• Keep your messages brief -- no more than 1-3 paragraphs  
• Be professional, courteous and respectful of others’ thoughts and time  
• Don't be afraid to politely disagree with someone or state a different opinion -

- that's what discussion is supposed to be about  
 
You will be graded on the quality, not the quantity, of your contributions 
(see the rubric below), although for full credit you must post at least once 
per week each of the 10 weeks of the course that include learning forums.  
 
 
 

 

Points Criteria  

4  

• Exceptional quality (not quantity)  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources  
• Demonstrates applied level of understanding through personal reflections  
• Answer is well developed and logically reasoned  
• Provides original insights/responses, extending communication of others  
• Supports and leads others in discussion, respects others and their ideas  

3  

• Superior quality (not quantity)  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources 
• Demonstrates applied level of understanding through personal reflections  
• Answer is provided; logic may not be clear  
• Provides original insights or responses  
• Makes a connection to with others say, respects others and their ideas  

2  

• Satisfactory quality and quantity  
• Evident that the learner has completed all readings/resources  
• Primarily consists of summary or paraphrasing of readings  
• Answer is not fully developed; logic is not clear  
• Contribution is primarily a response to others, minimally original  
• Is respectful of others and their ideas  

1  

• Does not meet expectations  
• Not clear that the individual has completed readings/resources 
• Only consists of summary or paraphrasing of readings  
• Minimal effort put into answer  
• Is not respectful of others and their ideas  

0  • Assignment not completed  
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Appendix 8: Co-Curricular Professional Development Series 
 
We sponsored a four-hour workshop on “Servant Leadership: The World’s Greatest Leadership 
Philosophy” in November, featuring Kelvin Redd, Director of the Center for Servant Leadership 
at the Pastoral Institute in Columbus, Georgia. A total of 20 students and three staff members 
participated. 
 
Program Evaluation Scores:  
 

Context 
AVG Score (1-5, 

5=Strongly Agree) 
1 The workshop content was consistent with its description 4.53 
2 The workshop content was up-to-date 4.47 
3 The content extended my knowledge of this topic 4.47 

Instructional Methods/Presenter   
1 The presenter was enthusiastic about the topic 4.68 
2 the presenter was clear and to the point 4.53 
3 the presenter demonstrated mastery of the topic 4.74 
4 The presenter was responsive to participant concerns 4.63 
5 The level of the presentation was appropriate 4.37 
6 The learning environment created by the presenter stimulated idea exchanges 4.58 

Instructional Materials   
1 The written instrucitonal materials distributed were well organized 4.05 
2 The instructional materials illustrated concepts well 4.16 
3 The instructional materials addressed important issues 4.21 

Setting   
1 The meeting room was conductive to learning 4.53 
2 The site/time of the course was reasonably convenient 4.42 
3 The pace of the workshop was appropriate 4.37 

 
Sample responses for what attendees would like to see offered in the future: 
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Sample Comments: 
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Appendix 9: Piancenza’s Professional Orientation Class 
 
 
 



PRO OR 200 Career Orientation Susan Piacenza, UW-Madison 
 

 
 

Career Orientation 
PRO OR 200 
1-credit graded course (pass-fail is not an option) for juniors & seniors earning degrees in the College of 
Engineering.  Meets every Wednesday, from 2:30 – 3:45 pm in 1106 ME for 8 weeks.  Please see your academic 
advisor regarding how this class might fulfill degree requirements. 
 
 Format   Employer interaction through phone, in-person and written communication; hands-on learning; 

team work; presentations; critique; collaboration on projects including:  resume & emails; 
interviewing; portfolio development; self assessment MBTI®; job search presentations.  Student 
attendance and contributions are necessary for success. 

 
 Instructor Susan Piacenza, Associate Director, Engineering Career Services (ECS), 

piacenza@engr.wisc.edu, 608/262-5096, M1002 Engineering Centers Building (ECB).      
Senior Assistant:  Greg Gratz, BS IE 12/10, gratz@wisc.edu  

 
  
Class Objectives 
By the end of the next 8 weeks, after successfully completing the class projects, homework and additional 
assigned readings and projects, you should be able to: 
 

1. Identify and articulate your skills and career goals 
 Develop confidence in presenting self to employers; Practice talking about strengths & 

qualifications; Learn importance of 1st impressions 
 

2. Understand employer perspectives of the recruiting process 
 Discover what employers are looking for in today’s graduates; Interact with employers; Develop 

structured method for identifying jobs/employers 
 

3. Design a successful job search plan, including the development of an interview portfolio 
 Develop a job search plan and portfolio; Write an excellent resume; Critique resumes; Know what 

makes a resume effective; Write business emails requesting interviews and continuing to show 
interest after the interview 

 
4. Prepare for and participate in an effective interview 

 Answer tough interview questions; Use examples from your experience to illustrate answers; 
Research companies; Be prepared before your first interview; Develop questions for the recruiter; 
Show true interest during the interview; Following-up with employers 

 
5. Transitioning from student to professional 

 Interact with alumni and seniors regarding first months on the job 
 Learn business etiquette in communication and dealings with co-workers and supervisors 
 Learn the importance of professional business ethics important in the workplace today; 

Understand proper etiquette in relationship building on-the-job, conducting effective meetings and 
corresponding with supervisors, co-workers and clients. 

 
6. Use the many resources of Engineering Career Services in helping you develop an on-campus and off-

campus job search strategy 

ECS 
 

ecs.engr.wisc.edu   608.262.3471   ecs@engr.wisc.edu 
 

mailto:gratz@wisc.edu


PRO OR 200 Career Orientation Susan Piacenza, UW-Madison 
 

PRO 200 – Career Orientation Syllabus 
   
  Prior to class:   Activate myECS account 
    Bring 2 copies of Profile and Resume to Class on 9/8 

 
1 9/8 PRO OR 200 Career Orientation  
   Overview of class  Job market  Self assessment  Where do you match up  

myECS activation  Setting a career goals  Preparation for coming week  Resume 
& Profile 1 

  In-class activity or homework  
 
2 9/15 Career Connection & MBTI 
   Employer panel media site  Mock interviews  Career fair  MBTI  
  In-class activity or homework 
 
3 9/22 Job Search Plan & Campus interviews 
   Employer’s expectations  Resume & Profile 2  Portfolio  myECS sign-ups  

Interviewing Job search cycle  
  In-class activity or homework  
 
4 9/29 Targeting People – Who Lead to Employers & Jobs 
   Social networking  LinkedIN - Digital dirt  myECS job postings and employer 

database  Business card file 
  In-class activity or homework 
 
5 10/6 Interviewing 101 

Translating resume to interviewing  Talking about your strengths & overcoming a 
weakness  First impressions & body language  Senior panel  What you say & how 
you say it  

  In-class activity or homework 
  
6 10/13 Interviewing Grad School 
   Behavioral interviewing  Using STAR+L as framework for interview responses  

Transforming the interview as a business meeting  Attitude & confidence  (potential) 
More mock interviews  

  In-class activity or homework 
 

7 10/20 Transition from Student to Professional 
Alumni virtual panel  Learning what the boss wants  Study abroad & student 
organizations  Evaluating job offers  First 30 days  Email etiquette - Meeting 
etiquette 

  In-class activity or homework 
 

8 10/22 Final Job Search Plan & Networking Sum & Transitions 
Performance Review/Final Assessment 

  In-class activity or homework 
 

GRADING & ATTENDANCE 
Class attendance and participation is critical.  Attending this class is like going to work.  Show up on time 
and ready to contribute.  If you must miss a class, contact me BEFORE the class.   There are no make-
ups or extra credit. 
 

 
Grading:  A – 93%; A/B – 87%, B – 80%, B/C – 75%, C – 70%, D – 60%, F – below 60% 
 
There are no make-ups, unless deemed by instructor.  If you have to miss a class AND you have notified 
me in advance, you will have the opportunity to turn in HW within 24 hours with 10% grade reduction 
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Appendix 10: Entrepreneurship and Creativity Seminars 



Date No. Title Description

8-Sep-10 1
The Innovation and 

Entrepreneurial 
Career

Chad Sorenson turned his Innovation Days project into 
the basis of a successful company and has never 
looked back. This session will touch on all the main 
points of turning an idea into reality, highlighted by 
the stories of Chad's first company: Fluent Systems.

15-Sep-10 2
The Origins of 

Innovation: Find a 
Good Problem

Most successful inventions start with a recognized 
need or problem. This session will explore the ways to 
discover good problems to solve that have a high 
chance of leading to a successful innovation. This 
lecture will give you the tools to come up with great 
ideas for new projects, which is often the hardest part.

22-Sep-10 3
Unlocking the 

Creative Process

Many people do not consider themselves creative and 
use this as an excuse to not pursue innovation on their 
own. However, like most things, creativity is a skill 
that can be learned. This lecture will focus on the 
methods one can use to generate novel solutions and 
breakthrough innovations. The best way to come up 
with a great idea is to have a lot of ideas!

29-Sep-10 4
Assessing Your Ideas: 
Selecting the Project

How do we know if our ideas are feasible or not? If we 
have more than one idea, how do we choose which 
one to pursue? This lecture will step you through all of 
the critical success factors you should consider before 
investing a lot of time into a given project.

6-Oct-10 5
The Product 

Development Process

You have your project in mind and now its time to 
develop it into a marketable product. This lecture will 
go into detail the process professionals use to develop 
any new product and the critical things you should be 
thinking about along the way.



13-Oct-10 6
Prototype: Validate 

Your Design

Prototypes are vital to the development process of 
anything new and they should be an integral part of 
your project's evolution. They also communicate and 
demonstrate your idea in a way nothing else can. This 
lecture will discuss prototyping types and methods you 
can and should incorporate into your project.

20-Oct-10 7
Market Research: Talk 
to Your Customer and 

End Users

Too many projects are developed in a vacuum of 
information about how real people will react and use 
your innovation. This lecture will outline both primary 
and secondary market research techniques, and show 
how important these activities are to ensure you have 
a winning execution. This information is also vital to 
generating credibility with initial customers, investors 
and others.

27-Oct-10 8
Business Analysis: 

Tying it All Together

Once you have a preliminary design, a proven 
prototype and some market research complete, its 
time to take a hard look at the economics of the 
invention. Will the product be successful 
commercially? This lecture will go through the process 
of analyzing the invention from a business perspective 
to see where its strong and weak points are. This is a 
vital step that eventually leads up to a full business 
plan.

3-Nov-10 9

Intellectual Property: 
Patents, Trademarks 
and Trade Secrets           
SPECIAL GUEST 

LECTURER:     
Jonathan M. Fritz

Partner
Michael Best & 
Friedrich LLP

This session will go over the key ways you can protect 
your invention using patents, trademarks and trade 
secrets. We'll talk about the importance of design 
notebooks, implications of public disclosure, 
international patents and many other topics. This 
lecture will give you what you need to know to obtain 
your first patent.

10-Nov-10 10
Commercializing the 

Invention

There are many ways to derive a profit from all of your 
hard work and ingenuity. This lecture will discuss the 
options inventors have at their disposal for 
commercializing their inventions from licensing the 
concept on through starting a brand new company.



17-Nov-10 11
Attracting the Big 

Bucks: Financing Your 
Project

Regardless of how you chose to commercialize your 
invention, you will undoubtedly need money to 
develop the idea to a point where it will be salable. 
Finding investors, persuading them of its merit and 
attracting investment capital is a big project in itself. 
This lecture will outline how you fund the development 
of your invention.

24-Nov-10

1-Dec-10 12

Getting Your 
Invention Adopted by 
Society - Diffusions of 

Innovations

Build a better mousetrap and let the world beat a path 
to your door. Unlikely. Understand what causes some 
innovations to diffuse while others do not, and how 
you can use various strategies to speed the rate of 
adoption - another way of saying "marketing" your 
invention.

8-Dec-10 13 GUEST SPEAKER

An inventor/entrepreneur success story will come in to 
talk about his/her story. Many of the things we've 
covered by this point will be relevant to this case 
study.

15-Dec-10 14

Cashing Out - 
Harvesting the Value 

Created by Your 
Invention

Most people do not get in the game of taking risk, 
working hard and doing new things solely because its 
fun and rewarding (although it certainly is). This last 
class will be on identifying the right time to "exit" your 
invention/business, the methods that are commonly 
use to generate liquidity (cash out) and the process 
associated with that.

THANKSGIVING WEEK - NO CLASS
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Appendix 11: College of Engineering Student Engagement through the 
Student Leadership Center 
 
 

UW – Madison 
College of Engineering 

Student Leadership Center 
 

Estimated Totals: Fall 2005 – Fall 2010 
 

Academic Year Number of Organizations Number of Participants 
1999 - 2000 37 No Info 
2000 - 2001 No Info No Info 
2001 - 2002 58 No Info 
2002 - 2003 No Info No Info 
2003 - 2004 47 3180 
2004 - 2005 56 3205 
2005 - 2006 48 1920 
2006 - 2007 44 1364 
2007 - 2008 48 1964 
2008 - 2009 56 2244 
2009 - 2010 57 2570 
2010 - 2011 57 2382 

 
These numbers are estimates based on student reported data at the beginning of each fall 
semester. Organizations may continue to increase membership throughout the year. 
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Appendix 12: Sample Leadershape Reflections 
 
Following is a reflection from one of our students who attended the LeaderShape Seminar. 
 

I really enjoyed my weeklong Leadershape experience.  I am extremely grateful to those 
who made this experience possible for me.  One aspect of the week that I really liked was the 
great mix of interpersonal and intrapersonal time.  I had the opportunity to talk about tough 
subjects with fellow leaders from across the country, and I also had the opportunity to take 
various personality/leadership type “tests” and learn more about myself.  We were also given 
ample time to reflect on each experience and each day as the week progressed.  This was not 
only helpful in getting a better understanding of what we were doing, but it was also helpful for 
me when I look back to remember various activities and discussions.     

We did a wide variety of exercises, many of which were challenging in their own ways.  
For example, we spent a morning doing “ropes course” type exercises that were both physically 
and mentally challenging.  However, the most challenging exercise that I participated in at 
LeaderShape was when we had to talk about our own experiences and specific times when we 
discriminated against someone because of their age, sex, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, 
race, or disability and also when we were discriminated against for one of aspects.  I have always 
tried to treat every person the same no matter their cultural identity.  Therefore, having to think 
about a time when I discriminated against someone was tough at first.  However, I then realized 
that when I do not speak up when someone else is saying or doing something discriminatory then 
I am just as guilty.  I also found it helpful that I was reminded of how the majority of the aspects 
that define someone are aspects that he/she is born with.  Because of this, it is important to 
realize if a person, such as me, has been born into the American stereotypical norm in most 
aspects, the challenges they face in life will not be the same and can be less numerous and less 
severe than those many other people face. 

I learned so many new things about myself and about leadership during my week at 
Leadershape.  One specific point that I will take away that was stressed greatly was that to be a 
leader does not mean that I need to lead in the traditional sense.  The idea of the power of leading 
by example was reiterated during my week in many new ways. From the first to the last day of 
the week, the faculty focused on the importance of leading through each and every word and 
action.   
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Appendix 13: Servant Leadership Seminar Reflections 
 
Following are three reflections from our students who attended the Greenleaf Servant Leadership 
Conference in Atlanta, GA. 
 
1) 

I am so glad that I was selected to go to the 2010 Servant-Leadership conference. It was 
an incredibly valuable experience and I am very grateful for the opportunity to attend.  
I really enjoyed listening to the keynote speakers. I liked Anne McGee Cooper’s idea of ‘courage 
to live into genius’. She said that the secret of this is to share your gifts with others because the 
more of yourself you give away in service to others, the more you will receive back. This idea 
resonated with me because in my past volunteering experiences with Destination Imagination I 
found that the more effort I put into helping others through coaching, and organizing creative 
problem solving workshops for the students involved, the more I gained through newly 
developed skills and a community that wanted to help me succeed in areas beyond this program. 
Anne McGee Cooper encouraged everyone to “live into the best version of themselves” 
reasoning that when we are living into the best version of ourselves we are most whole, happy 
and productive. 

One of the workshops I found most helpful was “Leadership through the Crucible” which 
discussed attributes of leaders that had dealt with adversity successfully and leaders that had 
failed. The speaker explained that the key failures were due most often to a lack of self-
awareness. The leaders that were most successful had the capacity to learn and adapt, the ability 
to energize those around him, a distinctive point of view and integrity. This was probably one of 
the single most helpful pieces of information from the whole conference. As an aspiring and 
developing leader it was very interesting to learn about what made leaders successful and 
resilient.  Currently I am working with the One Laptop Per Child program at UW-Madison and 
we are trying to grow the program. As an emerging leader in curriculum development last year, I 
found myself constantly adapting my leadership style to the situation at hand. Each week as I 
interacted with the students and learned more about their interests I was able to tailor activities to 
better engage them and change my leadership style to engage the other volunteers in planning 
activities so that the curriculum planning became more collaborative. This fall I plan to continue 
to develop my leadership style so that I more actively incorporate the traits of successful leaders. 
I will regularly communicate with the other members of the organization listing opportunities for 
others to voice their ideas on how to engage the students and make the weekly activities a more 
interactive learning experience.  

 last piece of advice that will stay with me forever was given during the People-Centric 
Leadership workshop. The speaker said that we should measure success by the way we touch the 
lives of people and that as leaders our job is not to manage, but inspire. To me, these ideas 
perfectly summarize the concept of servant-leadership. With One Laptop Per Child I have been 
searching for a way to measure how successful the activities are so that we can adjust them as 
necessary. In the future I will measure them by the impact they make on the students. I will ask 
questions like “Did the students enjoy the activity?” “Are they carrying over concepts from 
previous activities into the current lesson?” and “Have we noticed a greater interest in science, 
engineering, or overall academics because they participated in the program?” If I can answer yes 
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to these questions then I will know that the activities have positively impacted the students and 
the program has been successful in teaching the students.  

Thank you very much for the opportunity to go to the Servant-Leadership conference. I 
came back to Madison energized and excited to develop my leadership style so that I can apply 
what I have learned to the One Laptop Per Child organization in Madison, WI. 
 
 
2) 
 I attended the 2010 Greenleaf Conference this summer in Atlanta, Georgia and had an 
amazing experience.  I learned many new skill and information all while meeting great, new 
people.  If I ever have the chance to attend the conference or one of similar content, I definitely 
would take full advantage of the opportunity again.  However, for now I am thankful I had the 
chance to experience it. 
 Going into the conference I really had no clue what to expect.  I had always considered 
myself a leader.  From high school I was president or in leadership positions in several clubs and 
activities.  I was also captain of the three sports that I participated in, too.  I took these 
experiences and jumped right into my first year of college and held several other leadership 
positions.  Therefore, being an ignorant college kid, I thought I knew most everything about 
leadership.  Then I went to the conference and learned about a whole new aspect or way of 
leadership.  That was through servant leadership.  To tell one the truth, going to the conference I 
completely ignored the “servant” part of the title.  I did this not on purpose, but because I was 
never exposed to it.  Fortunately, through the speakers and other attendees I gained the great, 
new knowledge of SERVANT leadership. 
 I learned a great amount of this information through taking notes from the speakers.  I 
had two favorites, but all were great and worthwhile to listen to.  Ella Hicks and General Hood 
however stuck out to me.  Ella really broke her speech down and explained it amazingly well.  I 
understood and even related some of my life to some of the situations that she experienced.  This 
really helped me realize the servant leadership aspect in my life.  As for General Hood, I just 
thought it was interesting how he incorporated servant leadership into army during wartime.  I 
think of the army as a very hardcore, intense operation where servant leadership really wouldn’t 
exist.  General Hood sowed that it could exist and even be very successful.  If servant leadership 
can happen in there, it should be able to occur in all organizations. 
 Furthermore, I learned a lot of new information on businesses.  I believe I was one of the 
youngest people to attend the conference, but this showed me a new prospective.  Being only a 
sophomore I really haven’t seriously considered a full time job and what company I would like 
to begin my career with.  However, speaking and interacting with others that are in businesses 
and have been very successful was a huge experience for me.  I’m glad I got to feel 
uncomfortable at times not knowing what people were talking about because I had never had the 
experience they were going through.  This allowed me to see another viewpoint of how things 
work out in the real world and not just my world. 
 Finally, the opportunity to travel to a new part of the country was exciting for me.  I 
rarely travel and sadly haven’t seen much of the United States.  Being able to explore and be a 
part of Atlanta was amazing.  It made it all the better that I was surrounded by such great people 
and organizations.  I would like to take this time to thank the Pieper family and everyone else 
involved in coordinating such a great event that I gladly took apart of.   
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3) 

Attending the Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership conference in Atlanta, GA 
was one of the most enthusing things I participated in on so many levels. Though 
workshops at the conference weren’t typical hands---on case studies or problem solving 
sessions, yet listening to other servant leaders’ stories and lessons about their 
contributions to their communities was truly inspiring. 

Probably the most important thing that got stuck in my head after attending the 
conference was differentiating between managing things versus leading people. Quite often 
we get carried away with our work trying to be as efficient and productive as possible, 
while we ignore the things that matter most to us. For me personally, that was the biggest 
finding and wake up call. As the speakers from the workshop titled “Ethics Wisdom in 
Decision Making” summarized, no matter what kind of business you’re running, cherishing 
relationships and making time for reflection and recreation are always the key to success. 

In addition to that, I found Ms. Ella Heek’s talk quite inspiring too. Though the talk 
was more business oriented, the key points towards successfully leading an organization 
can certainly be extended to the teaching and educational domain. Some of the key points 
that I was able to relate to in her talk were: 

• The importance of putting people at the heart of your organization 
• What’s good for your supplier is good for you 
• Person first, role second 
• Give your customer a loud voice 
• Involve front line staff with decisions when in a leading position 
• Let people choose their leader and give them lots of support 

Being a teaching assistant and an officer with two student organizations here at the 
University of Wisconsin---Madison, I can and will certainly use some of the approaches 
above especially when it comes to making decisions on behalf of other members and 
dealing with student group work while teaching as well. 

Besides all the benefits and learnings I acquired form attending this conference, the 
fact that I got to meet a lot of great people and servant leaders from different backgrounds 
was simply priceless. 

With that, I am greatly thankful to Ms. Alicia Jackson and Prof. Jeffrey Russell for 
selecting me from among other UW---Madison Engineering applicants to attend this 
conference and to Mr. Richard Pieper for the generous support. 
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Appendix 14: UW-Madison Leadership Certificate Program 



THE 

LEADERSHIP 
CERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM 

S.M.P.H. 
 
 
 

Capturing the University of Wisconsin’s commitment 
to leadership, 

Celebrating student impact on the campus and 
community, 

Continuing purposeful learning both inside and 
outside of the classroom 

 
 
 

Center for Leadership and Involvement 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

239 Red Gym 
716 Langdon Street 
Madison, WI 53706 

608-262-2421 



Leadership Certificate Program 
Center for Leadership and Involvement 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 
 
Introduction to the Leadership Certificate 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison recognizes the need for increasing the capacity of 
individuals capable of taking leadership roles in all professions and sectors of society while on 
campus and beyond.  It is our belief that leadership can be learned in formal classes, community-
based leadership opportunities, mentoring and internship settings, as well as through a range of 
collaborative leadership activities. 
 
The definition of leadership that guides the Leadership Certificate is that leadership is “the 
ability to mobilize self and others toward a common goal.” This definition infers leadership is an 
action, not a position. The Leadership Certificate program strives to recognize leadership 
mobilization that creates an impact on individuals, student organizations, and the community in a 
positive, permanent way. 
 
The leadership certificate is based on four assumptions: 
 

• The University of Wisconsin-Madison is committed to developing the leadership 
capabilities within its community; 

• Effective leadership skills can be taught and learned at the university and in the 
community; 

• The university environment is a strategic and appropriate setting for mastering both 
leadership theory and leadership skills; and  

• The success of leadership is measured by direct impact on individuals, organizations, and 
society. 

  
Background 
 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison campus is steeped in excellence and tradition.  This 
excellence is demonstrated through the competitive admissions process that brings exceptionally 
bright and talented students to the campus, as well as through the notable contributions that 
faculty, staff, and alumni have made through research, teaching and outreach to local, national, 
and international communities. The passing of the campus culture from one generation to the 
next – the traditions – are taught from the moment a student steps on campus and begins to 
absorb the rich history the campus has to offer to the first time they sing “Varsity” as a graduate.  
Woven throughout the student experience and the environment are monuments to the tradition of 
student activism and leadership on campus.  Anyone who has spent a Friday afternoon on the 
Memorial Union Terrace, or walked down the lakeshore path to Picnic Point has profited from 
the strong student leadership on the UW-Madison campus.  These two campus icons represent 
student initiatives and action that left a permanent imprint on the campus environment.  Less 
obvious are the individual notations of student achievement.  The Leadership Certificate has 
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been created to capture the personal commitment for leadership development demonstrated by 
many of the student leaders on campus.   

This certificate is the product of the Student Leadership & Governance Work Group established 
by the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs at UW-Madison during 2002-2003.  The 
broad-based Work Group was comprised of representatives from student governance, campus 
student leadership, colleges, the Dean of Students Office, the Wisconsin Union, the Morgridge 
Center, Interfraternity Council, University Housing, and the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
Office.  The Leadership Certificate is administered through the Center for Leadership and 
Involvement at UW-Madison. 
 
Qualifications 
 
To be considered for the Leadership Certificate, applicants must: 
 

• Be a currently enrolled UW-Madison student in good standing 
• Be actively involved in leadership roles in organizations, out of classroom learning, and 

in service to the community while on campus 
• Have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 at time of application 
• Be able to document 100 hours of education and experience of leadership development 
• Submit necessary forms and supplemental records by established deadline (April 1) 

 
Medical Students: Applying for the Certificate 
 
Any student meeting the qualifications is encouraged to apply for the Leadership Certificate. To 
apply for the Certificate, applicants should acquire a “Leadership Certificate Application” from 
the Center for Leadership and Involvement website and then assemble the application materials. 
It is important to note that each student is responsible for tracking her/his own involvement and 
retaining all records necessary for the form. Applicants can only submit an application if it is 
accompanied by the Leadership Certificate Application Packet. 
 
Application Process 
 

1. Applicant attends the Leadership Certificate Orientation Session provided by the Center 
for  
Leadership and Involvement, offered annually at the Health Sciences Learning Center 

2.   By the established deadline date, the student submits the necessary forms and 
supplemental records    including: 
    o Leadership Certificate Application form  
     o Leadership Certificate Record of Activities form(s) and essays 
     o All items requested for verification of Activity Areas 
     o Educational Artifact: a 5-page paper 
     o The signed ethics statement, stating that all information submitted  
                     is complete and accurate 
3.   Leadership Application Materials are reviewed by the Leadership Certificate Review 
Committee 
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4.   Applicant is notified of decision by the Center for Leadership and Involvement 
5.   Applicants who do not receive the Certificate may modify their materials and resubmit 
their application for consideration 
6. Recipient attends Leadership Certificate Graduation Reception (optional) 
6. Example of SMPH Leadership Certificate can be found at Center for Leadership and 
Involvement website. 

  
 
Activity Areas  
 
The four Activity Areas are: leadership roles; academic courses; civic engagement; and out of 
the classroom learning, including workshops, seminars, and conferences. For each Activity Area 
there are a maximum number of hours to be used toward satisfying the certificate requirements. 
This was developed to encourage student leaders to develop in a number of areas rather than 
focusing personal leadership development in a single area. The student must complete a Record 
of Activity as a part of her/his application for the Leadership Certificate. This Record of Activity 
also requires verification of the activity. Specifics of each Activity Area follow. 
 
  Activity Area  Hours  Description Verification  

  

Leadership Roles 
(LR) 
 
Must have a 
leadership role 

30 hrs. 
maximum 
15 hrs 
maximum 
for 
meetings 
15 hrs 
minimum 

You must accept a leadership role where 
major responsibilities are expected. This 
may be a formal position or a different role 
where you are expected to set and 
accomplish goals, and empower/lead others, 
and have a significant impact and foster 
positive social change on your group 
members, the organization, the campus, and 
community.  

1. Position Description 
2.  Letter of verification 

from advisor 
3. Position expectations 

and goal statement  
4. One page summary 

of what was learned 
and how it relates to 
specific content area.

 

  

Academic Courses 
(PDS) 
 

30 hrs. 
maximum 

This element is fulfilled by your required 2-
year enrollment in the medical school’s PDS 
course.  Through your in-class learning you 
will obtain valuable information based on 
medically-relavant leadership 
responsibilities in healthcare.  

1. Transcript 
documenting course 
participation 

2. One page summary of 
what was learned and 
how it relates to 
specific content area. 

 

  

Civic Engagement 
(CE) 

40 hrs. 
maximum 
15 hrs. 
minimum 

Service to and active involvement in the 
community. Opportunities to serve in the 
community might include: volunteering at 
community agencies, working on political 
and issue-based campaigns, or other civic 
service opportunities. Examples of direct 
service include tutoring, mentoring, and 
assisting people with disabilities. 

1. Organization 
expectations or brief 
job description 

2. Verification from UW 
SMPH Director of 
Community Service 
Program 

3. One page summary of 
what was learned and 
how it relates to 
specific content area. 
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Out-of-Class 
Learning (WSC) 
including 
workshops, 
research, seminars, 
& conferences 

30 hrs. 
maximum 
15 hrs 
minimum 

Non-credit leadership learning 
opportunities. Contact hours may only be 
provided for actual workshop time. 

Certificate, letter, or card of 
participation and a one-
page summary on what was 
learned and how it relates 
to the specific content area.

 

           
           
 
Each activity area is evaluated as “acceptable” or “not acceptable.” Activity areas that are 
evaluated as “not acceptable will be provided specific feedback to improve the activity area to a 
level sufficient to “acceptable.” The decision of the review committee is final. Any applicant 
who does not receive the Certificate may re-apply as soon as the next semester. 
 
Content Areas  
 
In addition to the five activity areas, there are three content areas: individual, group, and 
community. These content areas are not in addition to the 100 hours, but each activity submitted 
must also satisfy the Content Area requirements. This was established to encourage broad, 
personal leadership development across a number of contexts. As with the Activity Areas, there 
are hour minimums for each of the three Content Areas. 
 
 

  Content 
Area  Hours  Description   

  

Individual 
(I) 

25 hrs. 
minimum 

Includes a consciousness of self, congruence within self, and a 
sense of commitment. Knowing yourself is a fundamental value 
of leadership development. The certificate seeks to recognize 
individuals who are aware of their beliefs, values, attitudes and 
emotions that motivate one to take action; one who can become a 
committed participant in the shaping of the group’s common 
purpose; and one who thinks, feels, and behaves with 
consistency, genuineness, and authenticity.  
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Group (G) 30 hrs. 
minimum 

This element is fulfilled by your required PDS course (2-years).  
It includes collaboration, dealing with controversy in a civil and 
respectful manner, seeking a common purpose. In this area, the 
certificate seeks to recognize individuals who are able to work 
with others in a common effort. Collaboration constitutes a 
cornerstone value of the group leadership effort because it 
empowers self and others through trust; and recognizes that 
differences in viewpoint are inevitable, and that such differences 
must be communicated but with civility – respecting others and 
with a willingness to hear each other’s views and exercise 
restraint in criticizing others. 

 

  

Community 
(C) 

45 hrs. 
minimum 

Focused on citizenship. In this content area, the individual and 
collaborative group becomes responsibly connected to the 
community and the society through the leadership development 
activity. The impact is a positive change on behalf of others in 
the community. 

 

         
 
 
Educational Artifact  
 
The Educational Artifact is comprised of a  5-page paper and is intended to demonstrate the 
growth and learning in the different activity areas, as well as the impact of your contribution on 
individuals, groups, and the community. It is also intended to serve as a capstone synthesis for 
the Leadership Certificate. The Artifact is a concise description of events and activities that have 
contributed to the characteristics that comprise who you are and what you have learned about 
yourself through the activities listed in the Record of Activity, and your impact on others. Within 
the artifact, identify strengths and areas for improvement, as well as needs that you anticipate as 
you progress through your career at and beyond UW-Madison.  
 
The artifact is evaluated by a committee of students and staff using the following criteria: 
 

 • Effective presentation of significant personal and professional events (which may or 
may not be included in the activities listed for the Certificate). 

 • Demonstrated identification and analysis of learning derived from these events 
including the impact on others.  

 • Developed personal action plan identifying critical next steps for furthering your 
personal development.  

 • Organization including logical development of material; clarity of communication; 
quality of grammar, spelling, and punctuation. 

 
 

Educational artifacts are evaluated as “acceptable” or “not acceptable.” Educational artifacts that 
are evaluated as “not acceptable will be provided specific feedback to improve the artifact to a 
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level sufficient to “acceptable.” The decision of the review committee is final. Any applicant 
who does not receive the Certificate may re-apply as soon as the next semester. 
 
The artifact is not simply a reiteration of what you have already developed for your packet. 
Rather, the artifact is to pull everything you have learned together – where you have been, what 
you have learned, and what you need to work on from here. 
 
Here are some reflection questions to help guide you as you work on your Educational Artifact: 
 

• What lesson(s) did you learn from your experience that may have surprised you?  
   Or challenged your then-current perceptions? 
• How has the Leadership Certificate activities helped you grow as a leader and  
  member of your organization and/or community? 
• Think about the activities/roles you have participated in. How has each one been  
  similar? How have they differed? 
• If you could take away but 1 lesson from this experience and share it with others, 
  what would that be? 
• How has this experience changed/developed you? How will this affect your future 
  leadership work? 
• What is the biggest challenge for you when engaging in leadership activities? How 
  will you continue to address it? 
• Talk with several people who have known you from different areas of your life  
  (e.g. a family member, a friend, a co-worker, etc.) and are aware of your leadership 
  work. How do they perceive you to have grown as a leader as you progressed  
  through leadership activities and assumed more roles with more responsibilities?  
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Leadership Certificate - FAQs 

 

Questions? 

Donna Freitag - Leadership Specialist 

Center for Leadership and Involvement 

239 Red Gym 

(Email): leadership@studentlife.wisc.edu 

(P): (608) 263-0365 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting              (608) 263-

0365      end_of_the_skype_highlighting 

(F): (608) 265-8184 

Leadership Certificate Advising Hours: 
Monday: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM & by appointment 

Does the LC appear on my academic transcript? 

No, but you can include it on the Leadership and Involvement Record. 

The Leadership and Involvement Record is an official document from the University of 

Wisconsin recording the leadership roles, student org involvement, or group membership 

students have had on campus. The record is not limited to student organizations but can include 

community service activities, intramural sports, research activities, and more. Offered through 

My UW's Student Center, this document can be used to verify out-of-classroom activities to 

employers, assist with completing graduate school applications, provided to individuals writing 

letters of reference, and assist with the development of resumes. 

I see that there are 5 activity areas. Do I have to do everything? 

No, you don't have to do everything but there are two exceptions. The academic course is 

required (a maximum of 30 hours, where 1 credit = 15 hours), and out-of-class learning (a 

maximum of 30 hours). 

How much time should I be spending on my application? 

That varies. As long as you're a UW-Madison student, you can work on applying for the 

certificate. We recommend beginning the certificate at least one semester prior to when you plan 

on completely submitting.  

Is the orientation mandatory? 

No, but if you're interested it's Tuesday, September 22nd, in the Masley Media Room in the Red 

Gym (first floor) from 5:00-6:30. 

mailto:leadership@odos.wisc.edu
http://cfli.wisc.edu/cmsfiles/Leadership%20and%20Involvement%20Record.pdf


Is the educational artifact submitted or presented? 

The paper and website are submitted without presentation. If you would like to present your 

artifact, however, you must present it to the reviewing committee. If you are doing an artifact 

please indicate online and you will be contacted by the Center for Leadership and Involvement. 

Can I e-mail you to see if my academic class will be accepted? 

Our review is based off the syllabus. If you have a question on whether or not we can accept 

your choice of class, send your request and syllabus of the course to 

leadership@studentlife.wisc.edu. 

What is the deadline to submit my completed application? 

In the Fall the deadline is November 1. In the Spring the deadline is April 1. Applications are not 

considered complete until all verification is submitted for each activity area. 

What are you looking for in verification? 

Leadership Roles: 

 Position description/expectations.  

 Letter of verification.  

 Personal goal statement of what was hoped to be achieved.  

 500 word summary of what was learned and how role(s) relate(s) to 1 of 3 content areas.  

 Maximum of 20 hours.  

 Major responsibilities are leadership related and allow for personal growth.  

 Employed ability to lead others.  

 Positively impacted others.  

Out of Class Learning: 

 Certificate, letter, or card of participation.  

 Includes workshops, seminars, conferences, or equivalent activities.  

 500 word summary of what was learned (1 summary for each activity) and how activity 

relates to 1 of 3 content areas.  

 Itinerary of each activity (seminar, workshop, conference, etc.).  

 Maximum of 30 hours.  

 Did not receive credit.  

 Involves leadership learning.  

Academic Courses: 

 Transcript.  

 Syllabus.  

 Obtain grade of 3.0 or better for the class to qualify.  

mailto:leadership@odos.wisc.edu


 500 word summary of what was learned and how it relates to 1 of 3 content areas.  

 Max of 30 hours.  

 Principle material relates to leadership or global competence and at least 1 of 3 content 

areas.  

 Included material that can be applied to life in regards to leadership or global 

competence.  

 You must pass in a pass/fail course.  

Civic Engagement: 

 Volunteer position description.  

 Non-profit agency description.  

 Written verification of participation from community service agency.  

 500 word summary of what was learned and how it relates to at least 1 of 3 content areas 

- how it affects or impacts a broader community.  

 Maximum of 20 hours.  

 At least 50% of total hours submitted is completed through the same service agency.  

 Certificate, letter, or card of participation from community service agency.  

 Must benefit community, not a specific organization or individual.  

Work Experience: 

 Job description/expectations.  

 Letter from supervisor.  

 500 word summary of what was learned and how it relates to 1 of 3 content areas.  

 Maximum of 20 hours.  

 Documentation on paid, unpaid, or for-credit experience.  

 Position fostered personal growth.  

 Position was skill based.  

What should I reflect on to help me write my summaries? 

The committee is more interested in seeing a reflection of your experience rather than a summary 

of what you did. Below are some questions that might help you reflect: 

 What talents can you bring to a group and what areas can you work on?  

 Explain the impact of your leadership experience and how it is a positive change on 

behalf of others in the community.  

 How do/might you use your distinct leadership talents to further develop the leadership 

skills of others?  

 What specific individual leadership skill, value, or characteristic was developed through 

your experience?  

 Thinking about your experience, how might the group have accomplished its task more 

effectively? In what ways did others help you and how did you help them?  

 How did this experience challenge your leadership style and skills?  



 What can you do as a leader to create a successful, productive team where team members 

feel empowered and included?  

What is an Educational Artifact? 

The Education Artifact is your personal action plan for how you plan to continue your leadership 

development in the future. This is not a reiteration of what you have shared in your reflections, 

but a capstone of how you grown as a person from your leadership experiences. Past examples 

include: 5-page paper, 15-minute presentation, interactive website. 

How do I write my summary for my civic engagement activity? 

Just like every summary that needs to be submitted, civic engagement summaries must not recall 

what an applicant did, but rather what the applicant learned as a result of his or her experience. 

The committee recommends that a one paragraph intro describes the experience of the applicant 

and the rest focus upon learning. Below are some questions to help with the reflection portion of 

the summary: 

 How can you use your experience to be a more effective leader in the community?  

 Explain why you need to be aware of community needs in order to be an effective leader.  

 Explain how you became responsibly connected to the community through this 

experience.  

 Through your experience, what other community assets could you involve to help you 

achieve your vision and objectives and how could your leadership style help with this?  

 How, specifically, has the community benefited from your leadership experience?  

 What seems to be the root causes of the issue/problem that you assisted with? What role 

could you play in addressing this issue? How would you engage the community to be 

involved in this situation?  

 Discuss a community problem that you had contact with during your leadership 

experience. What do you think are the root causes of your problem? Explain how your 

leadership skills and your experience relate to this.  

What if I can't fulfill the maximum hours in each activity area? 

The Leadership Certificate requirements are set up so that you have a chance to complete a 

maximum of 120 hours of service and activities, but you are only required to complete 100. This 

should help give some of you a little leeway in the activity areas where you might be lacking 

hours. You are not required to record a leadership experience in EVERY activity area except 

academic and out-of-classroom learning. 

Can one position or activity be used for more than one activity area? 

No. Although one activity may fulfill multiple Activity Areas, the purpose of this Certificate is 

also to be sure you are educated in multiple aspects of leadership. 



Can a service-learning course count for both the Academic Courses and Civic 

Engagement activity areas? 

No. Although a service-learning course could fulfill both academic courses and civic 

engagement, you must choose one activity area in which to use it. 

Could philanthropy be considered civic engagement? 

No, although philanthropy is a very worthy cause, the purpose of civic engagement is to 

emphasize engagement with community members that showcases your leadership skills. 

What do I need to verify my Academic Course? 

The course that you choose for this activity area must already be completed. We cannot accept 

courses that you are currently taking because there will be no final grade available by the time 

we award recipients. Please be sure to include the course syllabus, official/unofficial transcript 

(to show a 3.0 grade), and a 500 word summary of what you learned and how it relates to the 

activity area. 

Final Comments 

The Leadership Certificate provides a student leader who has excelled in her/his role and in the 

development of new skills and knowledge with a formal acknowledgment of these contributions 

and achievements. It is not expected that every student engaged in leadership at UW-Madison 

will qualify for the Certificate. The Leadership Certificate Program will continue to evaluate all 

aspects of the certificate to continue to ensure high quality participation from those leaders who 

do and will make a difference in the life of individuals, groups, and the community. 
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Pathways to Leadership 

A Student Leadership Development Process for the College of Engineering 

Submitted by: Jeff Russell, Alicia Jackson, and Chris Carlson-Dakes 

 

Introduction 

Undergraduate student leadership development has long been a priority for the College of Engineering.  To 

date, the CoE has successfully offered leadership courses (Table 1), workshops, and provided leadership 

opportunities in student organizations, coops and internships, and through class projects.  Each of these 

individual offerings, however, exists mostly in isolation from the others.  We have no defining framework, 

path, or sequence of activities designed to help students work toward an end goal.  Similarly, CoE offerings 

exist independently of broader campus-wide leadership development initiatives.  As a result, many of our 

top students do not reach their full potential because their experiences are fragmented, or do not get 

involved because they simply do not know what opportunities are available. 

 

This document introduces an approach for addressing this shortcoming to increase student involvement 

and impact, and become a national model for student leadership development.  The purposes of this 

document are to: 

1. Summarize results of a needs assessment from student and alumni surveys and focus groups, 

2. Propose a leadership development model and phased approach that creates defined and 

intentional pathways toward student leadership development goals, 

3. Initiate a discussion to gather feedback about the proposed approach and next steps. 

 

Survey and Focus Group Findings 

A student survey (1100 respondents) and a series of six focus groups conducted in the Fall, 2010 (Appendix 

A) reinforced the 2009 alumni survey findings (600 respondents, Appendix B).  Both CoE surveys are 

consistent with campus-wide results that tell us that: 

1. Leadership development is desired and necessary, 

2. Current offerings are helpful, but disconnected and insufficient to fill the need, 

3. Students are unaware of what exists and/or how to get involved. 

 

Early work to address these findings is reflected in our leadership in conceptualizing and writing a campus-

wide MIU proposal (Appendix C) submitted through the Dean of Students office to coordinate and advance 

leadership development across campus.  This proposal is currently under review.   

 

A Leadership Development Model and Phased Approach 

We propose to create a cohesive Leadership Development process that defines multiple entry points, 

pathways, and levels of engagement to increase student involvement, development, and impact.  The 

entire approach will be supported by a marketing plan so students are aware of what is available and are 

able to find their place, and a comprehensive evaluation plan to ensure we meet defined metrics. 

 

More specifically, we propose a phased approach that: 

 Enhances our existing offerings to meet short-term needs,  

 Expands current opportunities to broaden the future impact,  

 Synergizes CoE efforts with campus initiatives, and  

 Creates new opportunities based on emerging needs.   



 

A basic awareness and understanding of the numerous leadership development models and theoretical 

frameworks is important for students, but can be overwhelming and cloud the complex issues if their work 

is not grounded in a more well defined process.  Based on our work to date, and a cultural fit with the CoE 

student body, we propose to remain grounded in the models of Servant Leadership and Social Change.  

Both models are grounded in the complementary notions that leadership can be learned and that it is not 

positional, but is rather a continuous, cumulative process of development and service. 

 

Operationally, our proposed approach consists of student-defined combinations of formal educational 

offerings (courses for credit), experiential opportunities (internships, coops, student organizations), and 

spotlight activities (workshops, guest speakers).  Additionally, programmatic initiatives can be developed 

over time to further build leadership skills.  Example initiatives under consideration include: 

 Alumni mentoring program for undergraduate students, 

 Customizable teaching modules for faculty to introduce students to group project work and team 

processes, 

 Student organization focused training on writing a business case for funding proposals and 

succession planning for future leadership. 

 

A phased approach will be taken to gain momentum with early, high visibility successes.  Table 2 

summarizes the paths of action and milestones for each phase that include a combination of: 

 Innovative curricular developments,  

 Value-added, high impact workshops and seminars, 

 Stronger integration with student organizations, 

 Intentional connections with coops and internships, 

 Scholarship directed at publishing results, and 

 Marketing strategy and evaluation plan. 

 

Example Student Pathways 

Students will be able to customize their approach to leadership development to suit their individual needs 

and goals.  For those who want to test the waters, they may choose to learn a specific skill by attending a 

workshop that not only develops a particular skill, but also introduces them to the broader content of one 

of our courses.  If their schedule is too tight to accommodate a 3-credit course, they may instead choose to 

take a one-credit online leadership course.   Both the workshop and one-credit courses may open their 

eyes up to other opportunities to pursue in more depth. 

 

Students who are committed to a deeper engagement in their leadership development may choose to map 

out a multi-year plan that includes a sequence of courses, participation in a series of workshops, and 

planned leadership of a student organization.  The SLC staff would be available to help advise the students 

on their plan that could ultimately lead them to earn the campus leadership certificate. 

 

Many details are yet to be worked out, but one thing is clear.  With a more intentional and defined 

approach to leadership development that builds on current successes to serve a broader population of 

students, the CoE has the opportunity to become a national leader and distinguish ourselves from peer 

institutions. 



Table 1:  Current Leadership Course Offerings 

 

Course Name and Number Credits Student Body Brief Description 

Deans Leadership Course, 
InterEngineering 400 

1 Open to all students, however, 
target audience is CoE student 
organization members and 
officers.  
 
Fall 2010 enrollment: 33. 

One-credit course 
designed to build and 
enhance the quality of 
leadership skills our 
student leaders possess 
and bring back to their 
respective student 
organizations. 

Core Competencies of 
Leadership: InterEngineering 601 
(Was classified under Engineering 
Professional Development 690 for 
Spring 2010) 

1 Open to all CoE students. Spring 
2010 pilot enrollment: 11.  
 
Current enrollment as of 
12/20/10: 16. 

One-credit online course 
designed to enhance 
student leadership 
development and learning 
in key content areas of 
individual, group and 
community values, by 
increasing their knowledge 
of self in relation to 
others; common 
leadership theories and 
practices; and by offering 
ideas for practical 
application of leadership 
skills outside of a 
classroom environment.  

Leadership Development: Civil 
and Environmental Engineering 
698 

3 Open to all CoE students and 
taught in the spring semester.  
Enrollment is about 15 students 
per class with half being 
undergraduate students and the 
other half being graduate 
students. The course is capped at 
22 students.  
 
Spring 2011 enrollment: 21 

This course introduces 
various concepts of 
leading others to 
accomplish a common 
goal, including leadership 
styles and self 
examination, human 
motivation, 
communication and 
problem solving.  Students 
put learned concepts to 
work in a project of their 
choice.   

Engineering Leadership:  Building 
Capacity at All Levels, ISyE 691 

3 Junior, Senior, Graduate 
students, all CoE disciplines, 
enrollment capped at 25.  
 
Not currently being offered for 
2010-11. 

Project based course with 
focus on self-reflection and 
real world applications of 
leadership models and 
theories. 

 

 

 

 



Where? 
Paths of action 

Why? 
Needs addressed 

When & What? 
Immediate actions 

Spring, 2011 

When & What? 
Near-term actions 
Summer-Fall, 2011 

When & What? 
Long-term actions 

> 1 Year 

Marketing & 
advertising 

CoE leadership development 
efforts need a clearer message 
and communication plan. 

Engage marketing and communication 
students from Business School to assist in 
developing a comprehensive marketing plan. 

Create communication plan and 
marketing materials for Fall 
2011. 

Implement ongoing 
communication and marketing 
plan. 

Workshops & 
seminars 

Student interest in leadership 
development exceeds offerings 
in the current model of focused 
workshops and seminars. 
 

 Initiate plans for industry-based leadership 
development seminar series to be held in 
October and November, 2011, and February 
and March of 2012. 

 Research options and needs for “Leadership 
Week” and a UW-specific signature 
program. 

 Offer mini workshop-based 
intros to leadership courses. 

 Offer industry-based 
leadership development 
seminar series. 

 Develop signature program. 

 Revise and strengthen 
workshops and seminar 
series based on lessons 
learned. 

 Implement signature 
program. 

Curricular  Leadership course enrollment 
would rise if courses were 
more accessible (timing, 
credits, workload, etc.). 

 Project-based courses miss 
opportunities to 
engage/integrate leadership. 

 Create plans for mini workshop-based 
introductions for leadership courses. 

 Conduct a full needs assessment for 
leadership development courses. 

 Learn more about BME leadership 
development model for departmental 
project courses. 

Initiate “low hanging fruit” 
departmental discussions about 
Leadership Development model 
for project-based courses. 

 Modify and create 
leadership courses based on 
needs assessment. 

 Embed successful leadership 
development models into 
infrastructure of project-
based courses. 

Student 
organizations 

Student organizations have an 
unrealized potential to 
intentionally engage in 
leadership development. 

 Explore options for adding leadership 
development component to student 
organization orientations and standing 
meetings.   

 Strengthen efforts to communicate new 
vision and mission of SLC to modify 
perception from giving out keys and funds, 
i.e. dominantly policy-driven to be more 
developmental. 

Work with student organization 
leadership on succession 
planning and kick-offs for 2011-
12. 
 

Embed leadership 
development infrastructure 
into student organization 
functions. 

Scholarship CoE needs to engage in 
leadership development as a 
scholarly venture to ensure 
efforts are value-added and to 
establish a national presence. 

 Revise NSF submission for 2011 call. 

 Pursue publication for ASEE in 2012.  Focus 
area:  Closing the gap between leadership 
development needs and student 
commitment. 

 Establish complete evaluation plan. 

 Establish research framework, 
methodology, and research team. 

Engage in formative and 
summative evaluation and 
research. 

Conduct research, publish, and 
present as appropriate. 

Internships and 
Coops 

On- and off-campus synergies 
are missed because students 
get disconnected when in 
interns and coops. 

 Collaborate with Career Services to understand 
pathways to connect on- and off-campus 
activities. 

 Draft action plan as appropriate. 

Pilot action plan with group of 
students and employers. 

Revise and expand plans based 
on results of pilot program. 

Table 2:  Framework and Phased 

Approach 



 

 

Appendix A – Summary report from student survey and focus groups, Fall 2010 

 

Appendix B – Summary report from alumni survey, 2009 

 

Appendix C – MIU Proposal, submitted Fall 2010 

 

Appendix D – Example evaluation from Kelvin Redd Workshop evaluation, hosted Fall 2010 

 

  



Student Leadership Development Focus Group Summary, Proposed Timeline and Paths of Action 
Chris Carlson-Dakes, Alicia Jackson, Jeff Russell 
September 12, 2010 
 
The following table is a summary of the three focus groups conducted the week of September 6th to gather input about Leadership Development 
opportunities in the College of Engineering.  Each focus group consisted of 6 to 7 students ranging from Freshmen to graduate students.  The focus groups 
were framed by survey responses from more than 1100 students. 

 

Where? 
Paths of 
action 

Why? 
Needs addressed 

When, What & Who? 
Immediate actions - Fall, 2010 

(Primary & secondary lead) 

When, What and Who? 
Near-term actions – May, 2010 

(Primary & secondary lead) 

When, What and Who? 
Long-term actions - > 1 Year 
(Primary & secondary lead) 

Marketing & 
advertising 

CoE LD efforts need a 
clearer message and 
communication plan 

Engage marketing & 
communication specialists 
(C-D, Russell) 

Create comprehensive 
communication plan and marketing 
materials 
(C-D, Jackson) 

Implement communication and 
marketing plan 
(C-D, Jackson) 

Workshops & 
seminars 

Student interest in LD 
exceeds offerings in the 
current model of LD 
focused workshops and 
seminars 

Initiate plans for industry-based 
seminar series on LD 
(C-D, Russell) 

Offer mini workshop-based intros 
to LD courses 
(C-D, instructors) 
 
Offer industry-based LD seminar 
series 
(C-D, Jackson) 

Revise and strengthen workshops and 
seminar series based on lessons learned 
(C-D, Jackson) 

Curricular LD course enrollment 
would rise if courses were 
more accessible (timing, 
credits, workload, etc.) 
 
Project-based courses 
miss opportunities to 
engage/integrate LD into 
team projects 

Create plans for mini workshop-
based intros for LD courses 
(C-D, instructors) 
 
Learn more about BME LD model 
for course projects 
(C-D, Russell) 

Conduct needs assessment for LD 
courses 
(C-D, Russell) 
 
Initiate “low hanging fruit” 
departmental discussions about LD 
model for project-based courses 
(C-D, Russell) 

Modify and create LD courses based on 
needs assessment 
(C-D, Russell) 
 
Embed successful LD models into project-
based course infrastructure 
(C-D, Russell) 
 

Student 
organizations 

Student orgs have an 
unrealized potential to 
intentionally engage in LD 

Engage Student Org leadership in 
brainstorming session 
(Jackson, C-D) 

Work with Student Orgs on 
succession planning and kick-offs 
for 2011-12 
(Jackson, C-D) 

Embed LD infrastructure into Student 
Orgs 
(Jackson, C-D) 



In addition to what was learned in the focus groups, two additional paths of action are presented.  “Scholarship” is an effort required to help grow and 
sustain programming over time.  “Internships and coops” were identified in the survey as a primary source of leadership development for students, but 
was not a focus area during the focus groups.  

 
Where? 
Paths of 
action 

Why? 
Needs addressed 

When, What & Who? 
Immediate actions - Fall, 2010 

(Primary & secondary lead) 

When, What and Who? 
Near-term actions – May, 2010 

(Primary & secondary lead) 

When, What and Who? 
Long-term actions - > 1 Year 
(Primary & secondary lead) 

Scholarship CoE needs to engage in LD 
as a scholarly venture for 
program sustainability 

Identify potential funding and 
publishing venues 
(Russell, C-D) 
 
Establish research framework and 
questions 
(C-D, Russell) 
 

Establish research methodology, 
measures of success, and engage 
research team 
(C-D, Russell) 

Conduct research, publish, and present 
as appropriate 
(All) 

Internships 
and Coops 

LD course enrollment 
would rise if courses were 
more accessible (timing, 
credits, workload, etc.) 
 
Project-based courses 
miss opportunities to 
engage/integrate LD into 
team projects 

Create plans for mini workshop-
based intros for LD courses 
(C-D, instructors) 
 
Learn more about BME LD model 
for course projects 
(C-D, Russell) 

Conduct needs assessment for LD 
courses 
(C-D, Russell) 
 
Initiate “low hanging fruit” 
departmental discussions about LD 
model for project-based courses 
(C-D, Russell) 

Modify and create LD courses based on 
needs assessment 
(C-D, Russell) 
 
Embed successful LD models into project-
based course infrastructure 
(C-D, Russell) 
 

 



Specific proposed actions – for discussion during Phase 2 Focus Groups 
 
Points of discussion 

1. Are these suggestions valid? 
2. What additional suggestions seem to be missing? 
3. How should they be prioritized? 

 
 
Marketing, Advertising, and Communication 

1. Use multiple venues for getting the word out 
a. Effectively crafted email messages 
b. Listings in “This week in CoE” 
c. Eye-catching flyers and posters on bulletin boards, large lecture halls 
d. Brief announcements in large lecture classes 
e. Word of mouth from student leaders 
f. Initiate a “Student Delegates” advocacy group 
g. Coordinate with student hub coordinators 
h. CAE login screens 

2. Engage Marketing specialists to assist with message and materials 
3. Explore the value of providing incentives (food, give-aways, etc.)? 

 
 
Workshops, seminars, guest speakers 

1. Seminar series focused on leadership and career paths 
a. Not specific technical topic 
b. Industry leaders 
c. Series rather than single event 
d. Early evening timing 

2. Mini-workshops to introduce courses for credit 
a. Get a flavor for the course 
b. Motivation to register for credit course 
c. Prior to registration deadline 

  
 
Classes and course projects 

1. Explore ways to make Leadership Development courses more accessible to more students 
a. Timing 
b. Count toward graduation requirements 
c. Numbers of credits 

2. Work with faculty of large project-based courses to integrate team leadership into course curriculum 
a. Look to BME model for adaptation 
b. Create a “Project Team Management” module for faculty to adapt for use in classroom 

 
 
 



Detailed summary of Focus Group input 
 
Marketing, Advertising, and Communication 

1. Email reminders help keep it in front of me. 
a. Too many can be annoying, but single messages may be ignored or missed. 
b. Three messages seem to be a middle ground. 

i. Sent overnight or early morning so it’s waiting first thing in the morning. 
ii. Make it personal if possible 

iii. Hide the bcc list 
2. Multiple formats is essential 

a. Email 
b. “This week in CoE” is effective format. 
c. Flyers and posters (bulletin boards, large lecture halls, dorms, large general ed courses 

like calculus and physics, etc.) 
d. Word of mouth from peers 
e. CAE login screens 
f. Brief announcements during large lecture classes 
g. Advocacy from faculty  
h. Flyers at events and venues (career fair, orientation, etc.) 
i. House fellows of Science and Engineering dedicated floors. 
j. Student hub coordinators. 

3. Student organizations talk about the organization, but miss the opportunity to answer the 
question, “What can/will you do as a part of the organization?  What will you get out of it?” 

4. Produce a quick movie clip while students log in. 
5. Consider idea of having a core of student delegates responsible for advocacy and spreading the 

word 
a. Build in organizational citizenship 

6. Use of incentives is mixed.  Most did not know about the iPod drawing and food was a nice 
addition, but not a big draw 

a. This is true for those who showed up (self-selected group).  The incentives may have 
been a draw for others no as self-driven. 

 
Workshops, seminars, guest speakers 

1. Interest is based on: 
a. Credibility of speaker 

i. Industry and real life stories are a draw 
b. Knowledge of sponsor 
c. Relevance of topic 
d. Convenient timing 

i. Preferences varied widely, but early evening was generally thought to be best. 
ii. Avoid Saturdays and early mornings! 

iii. Not first few weeks or last few weeks.  Middle of semester is best.  Avoid 
midterms. 

e. Advocacy from someone else 
f. Word of mouth  

2. Offer a series of 1 or 2 hour seminars so if you miss one, you don’t miss the full opportunity.  
Easier to digest in smaller bits. 



Courses for Credit 
1. Courses need to not be fluff - may need to overcome a perception of “blow off” courses. 
2. Prior to registration, provide a “taster” of a course in a workshop setting to gain interest before 

someone commits to taking a full course. 
3. Can it be integrated into core curriculum instead of a special leadership course? 
4. No course follows up on the good experiences of 160 and 101, so they are left as isolated 

experiences too early in college career to take hold. 
5. Online course 

a. Differing opinions on effectiveness of online course. 
b. Good for pure content, limited impact for engaging and application. 
c. Asynchronous nature is difficult. 

 
Student Organizations 

1. More intentional mentoring of student org leadership would help. 
a. Little Sister/Big Sister model is something to consider. 
b. Formal rotation and succession model will help with leadership transitions. 

2. Solid place for industry connections, but typically very discipline specific topics.  What about 
industry leaders talking about leadership and their career path rather than a technical topic? 

3. EWB builds in 5-10 minutes per meeting for general “professionalism” topic (how to cold call a 
company for funding, effective PPT presentations, etc.) 

4. SWE has binder for each leadership role, but not formal transition planning. 
 
Class Projects 

1. Most courses are “throw you in, learn by doing” without explicit leadership lessons 
2. BME has a model that works for design courses throughout the curriculum 

a. Formalized and understood team leadership structure with roles and mentoring. 
b. Built into the curriculum  

3. Block curriculum – have a 3 course integrated “block” where one is technical aspects, one is 
design, and one is leadership.   

 
Barriers 

1. Students want it to count toward something beyond their own personal development. 
2. Does not duplicate something I can get elsewhere. 
3. Time and priority. 
4. Inclusiveness and intimidation 

a. I’m not a leader, so I won’t step up to do this. 
b. I’m only a Freshman, so how can I lead? 
c. Age – returning adult students may have a lot to offer, but don’t participate in 

undergraduate activities because of age. 
d. I’m an upper classman and the leadership group is already established – I missed my 

window of opportunity to lead this organization. 
e. Gender dynamics – women in male-dominated organizations. 
f. Cliques and inclusiveness. 
g. I’m scared to be a leader.  

5. Bad experiences with previous leadership development opportunities. 
a. “Leadership” has baggage-use Professional Development or Professional Practices? 































Appendix D- Example Workshop Evaluation 

Kelvin Redd, “Servant Leadership:  The World’s Greatest Leadership Philosophy” 
November, 18, 2010 
 

The Student Leadership Center (SLC) in the College of Engineering (CoE) at UW-Madison sponsored a 

personal enrichment workshop on Tuesday, November 18th from 5-9 p.m. in Tong Auditorium, titled 

“Servant Leadership: The World’s Greatest Leadership Philosophy”. This workshop was led by Kelvin Redd, 

Director of the Center for Servant Leadership at the Pastoral Institute in Columbus, Georgia. He is the 

author of the book Stand Tall: Essays on Life and Servant Leadership and a featured leadership facilitator, 

keynote speaker, Certified Emergenetics Associate, Certified STEP Associate and professional business 

coach. Kelvin writes a monthly newsletter, Servant Leadership Today and a blog, www.iLead2Serve.com. He 

has also hosted a television show on servant leadership and has been a college adjunct instructor. The SLC 

was invited to apply for a grant through the Center for Servant Leadership, to help fund Kelvin's visit to 

UW-Madison. We received a grant that covered 75% of the costs of the workshop, along with Kelvin's travel 

expenses. 

 

In this interactive session, Mr. Redd shared insights from stories of servant leaders and non-servant 

leaders; illustrated essential practices of exemplary leaders that highlighted principles of servant 

leadership; and used examples from practical and real life experiences to engage participants in discussion, 

reflection, and application of servant leadership. The development of servant leaders in an organizational 

environment was highlighted as participants learned how servant leadership is providing the framework for 

the new philosophy of leadership in the 21st Century. 

 

Students were invited to apply for the opportunity and the SLC sponsored 15 undergraduate and 5 

graduate engineering students, along with three staff members to attend this four-hour long workshop. 

Evaluations were distributed at the end of the program, and 19 out of 20 students returned them. 

Feedback was overwhelmingly positive and written comments included: "This was a great workshop and I 

would do it again if I could"; "The workshop made me enthusiastic and inspired"; and "The workshop was 

meaningful". Kelvin has invited us to apply for another grant next semester to bring him back to campus to 

lead Emergenetics, a fast paced self-awareness program that will lead participants through the process of 

how they think and behave and the influence that has on one's personal and professional life.  
 

 

 

 

http://www.ilead2serve.com/
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Appendix 16: US News Fortune 500 CEOs Report 



Where the Fortune 500 CEOs Went to College
The leaders of America's largest companies come from Ivy League and large public colleges.
By Brian Burnsed
Posted January 3, 2011

Ivy League schools produce a disproportionate amount of corporate leaders, according to a U.S. News study of

the educational backgrounds of 2010's Fortune 500 CEOs (the magazine's annual ranking of American

corporations based on gross revenue). 

[See where the CEOs of the top 10 Fortune 500 companies went to school.] 

Harvard University, Columbia University, and the University of Pennsylvania topped the list—the three schools

cumulatively awarded 99 degrees to the executives. Large state institutions like the University of Wisconsin—

Madison, the University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, and Ohio State University ranked highly as well, as each

awarded at least 10 degrees to CEOs on Fortune's list. Wisconsin stood out among its state school peers,

granting 17 degrees to the CEOs, which put the school fourth overall, despite having an average U.S. News rank

of 33 for the school's undergraduate, business, and law programs. In the Fortune analysis, Wisconsin finished

ahead of highly ranked schools like Stanford University, Dartmouth College, and Northwestern University. 

[See where members of congress went to college.] 

Last November, U.S. News took a look at the backgrounds of the CEOs of the top 100 companies on Fortune's

list. The new analysis of the larger pool weeded out some of the lower ranked schools like Auburn University

(five degrees) and Southern Methodist University (seven degrees), which ranked highly in the Fortune 100

study. 

Of the 500 CEOs in question, 174 have M.B.A.s and 59 have law degrees. Nearly 200 of the CEOs have no

graduate-level degree. Nineteen of the 500 CEOs attained no college degree, and many were college dropouts

turned visionaries in the technology sector, like Oracle Corp.'s top executive and now billionaire Lawrence J.

Ellison. A few retail executives also worked their way to the corner office by way of humble beginnings on the

sales floor, like James A. Skinner of McDonald's, who started as a restaurant manager, and Brian J. Dunn of Best

Buy Co., who was once a store associate. 

[Learn how to get into top business schools.] 

Below is a table highlighting the 16 schools that awarded at least nine degrees to Fortune 500 CEOs. The rank

of their undergraduate program, graduate business school, and law school are also included. The table is sorted

by total number of degrees awarded per institution: 

Institution
Total
degrees

Undergraduate
degrees M.B.A.s

Other
graduate
degrees

U.S. News
undergraduate
rank

U.S. News
business school
rank

U.S. News law
school rank

Harvard University 58 11 33 14 1 1 2

Columbia University 21 3 9 9 4 9 4

University of
Pennsylvania

20 6 9 5 5 5 7

University of
Wisconsin Madison

17 11 3 3 45 27 28
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Wisconsin--Madison

Dartmouth College 16 12 4 0 9 7 N/A*

Stanford University 16 7 6 3 5 1 3

University of
Michigan--Ann Arbor

14 5 7 2 29 12 9

University of Notre
Dame

11 9 0 2 19 31 22

University of Texas--
Austin

11 8 3 0 45 16 15

Cornell University 10 7 3 0 15 18 13

Northwestern
University

10 2 6 2 12 4 11

Ohio State University 10 5 2 3 56 21 34

University of
California--Los
Angeles

10 4 3 3 25 15 15

University of Virginia 10 4 4 2 25 13 10

Indiana University--
Bloomington

9 3 5 1 75 23 27

Princeton University 9 9 0 0 2 N/A N/A

Sources: Company websites, Fortune, Bloomberg BusinessWeek

 *N/A indicates no program offered

Searching for a college? Get our complete rankings of Best Colleges.

Tags: Harvard University | business school | CEOs | colleges |

graduate schools | law school | academics | UCLA | Ohio State

University | University of Texas | University of Pennsylvania | Cornell

University | University of Michigan | Dartmouth College | University of

Virginia | Princeton | Stanford University

Copyright © 2011 U.S.News & World Report LP All rights reserved.
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Appendix 17: United Way Day of Caring Volunteer Effort Article 
 
(UW-Madison SLC Fall 2010 Newsletter) 
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Appendix 18: Spring 2011 Leadership based offerings 

Spring Courses: 

Core Competencies of Leadership Online (InterEngineering 601, Special Topics, 
Course number 43763, Section #17). 

This one-credit online course is designed to enhance student leadership development 
and learning in key content areas of individual, group and community values, by 
increasing their knowledge of self in relation to others; common leadership theories 
and practices; and by offering ideas for practical application of leadership skills 
outside of a classroom environment. One face-to-face meeting is involved; the rest is 
online. 

Leadership Development (Civil and Environmental Engineering 698) 

This three-credit course is designed to provide a basic understanding of leadership 
concepts and styles, individual assessment and relevant coaching. Course concepts 
will cover leadership styles with self examination, human motivation, communication 
and problem solving. Students will put these learned concepts to work in their chosen 
project using feedback to improve their leadership effectiveness. Guest lecturers will 
present their personal views on the subject of leadership. 

 
Other activities:  
 
Innovation Days will take place February 10-11th.  
 
Engineering Expo will take place April 16-18. 
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Appendix 19: Bucky Awards for Habitat for Humanity and Engineers 
Without Borders 
 
(UW-Madison SLC Summer 2010 Newsletter) 
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Appendix 20: Servant Leaders 
 

1. Jonathon Blandford 

 

Jonathon Blandford is currently active in the Peace Corps, serving in Uganda. His 

primary projects include developing sustainable blocks for use in housing construction, as 

well as improving sustainable water systems. 

 

2. Jose Ernesto Saransig Perugachi 

 

Jose Ernesto Saransig Perugachi is working on his Thesis in Ecuador. With funding 

approved by Prof. Jeff Russell, Mr. Saransig’s thesis work stems off of an earlier 

engineering project which repaired a water system and improved access for five 

communities. Mr. Saransig’s project goes further to look at ways to document and 

preserve what is in the local environment and, at a later stage,  use local plants to enhance 

water quality and conservation. Mr. Saransig is the first person in his indigenous 

community to attend college and he has been faithful to his roots and community service. 

 

3. Kevin Orner 

 

Kevin Orner is a Graduate Student working in Panama in an International Masters 

Program with the University of South Florida. In his community, he has assisted and led 

many projects and seminars regarding water usage, management and sustainability, fixing 

various water related vessels, environmental health work, basic English lessons, and 

training Peace Corps volunteers among and endless list of activities. 

 

4. Nate Haugen 

 

Nate Haugen is currently active in the Peace Corps in Honduras. Following is an excerpt 

from the Peace Corps 2010/2011 Engineering Volunteers Newsletter. 
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